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Key Questions:
• What is the

overall fiscal
feasibility of
the state park
system?

• What are the
challenges
associated
with the
current
operation of
state parks?

• What are
national or
regional best
practices
that could be
implemented
in Oklahoma?

• What are
organizational
and policy
options that
the Legislature
may consider
regarding how
Oklahoma
operates its
state park
system?

Executive Summary
Oklahoma’s state parks system contains 38 parks totaling more than 
80,000 acres. The diverse system provides access to waterways and of-
fers outdoor experiences such as hiking, camping, boating, and golfing. 
Additionally, some of Oklahoma’s state parks offer lodging facilities, 
which can be used for overnight stays or for hosting events. The State 
owns approximately 25,000 acres of park land and leases the rest from 
various governmental entities. State parks generate some revenue 
through lodging, fees, and food service, with state appropriations offset-
ting operational losses.

The size and condition of the various parks under the State’s adminis-
tration have fluctuated, as have the costs to maintain them. The State 
Parks Division (Parks), within the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation 
Department (OTRD), oversees the operation and maintenance of most 
state parks. Parks has recently undertaken a strategy of park asset im-
provement. In 2020, the Legislature authorized $48.6 million in bonds 
for Parks to use for capital improvements. Additionally, in its most 
recent legislative budget request, OTRD has requested an appropriation 
increase of $19.3 million for capital asset maintenance. 

In the agency’s most recent strategic document – and reiterated at leg-
islative meetings - OTRD has stated its intent to reduce the number of 
parks if adequate funding for maintenance is not provided. 

With this evaluation, the Legislative Office of Fiscal Transparency sought 
to examine the financial feasibility of the park system, identify opera-
tional challenges to sustainability, and identify opportunities for im-
proved operation.
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This evaluation resulted in three key findings:
Finding 1: Improperly Valued Assets are Driving OTRD’s Request for $19.3 Million in Incresed Funding 

In its most recent “Strategy Document” (2020), OTRD estimates it will take a decade of proper fund-
ing and maintenance to overcome decades of deferred maintenance. OTRD estimates an annual asset 
maintenance cost of $46.5 million. OTRD requested a $19.3 million increase in appropriations for FY23, 
with the expectation that it could meet approximately 59 percent of its maintenance needs. Parks 
arrived at the $46.5 million figure by multiplying the value of its assets ($1.16 billion) by four percent. 
However, LOFT identified significant flaws in the agency’s valuations:

• Assigning the same replacement cost to every asset within a specific asset category, which does
not account for variations in actual replacement cost of an asset nor the wide variances among each
asset’s utility and condition.

• Approximately 20 percent of estimated asset valuations are based on data from 2013 or use vague
sourcing that make it difficult to properly ascertain the basis by which assets were initially valued.

• Recent expenditures on several restaurants located within State parks exceed Parks’ estimate of the
restaurant’s replacement value multiple times.

• The significant capital improvement investments in several restaurants exceed OTRD’s own asset
management plan to reinvest in no more than one restaurant per year.

• Per the U.S. Government Accountability Office, by relying on estimates that do not consider the sta-
tus of individual assets, OTRD is not maximizing the value of its asset portfolio or using quality data.

The lack of informed asset valuations makes maintenance costs difficult to predict and impedes the 
agency’s ability to assess whether to replace, repair, or reduce facilities. Without quality data, it is im-
possible to calculate what the financial impact of preventative maintenance could be.

Finding 2: Parks’ Investment  Strategy is Negatively Impacting the Parks System’s Financial Feasibility

There have been ongoing policy discussions about the financial feasibility of the State Park system, and 
whether individual parks can or should be self-sustainable. If self-sufficiency is a goal, the strategy of 
increasing asset values (and thereby increasing maintenance costs) moves Oklahoma further away from 
that goal. For example, in 2019, the park system would have needed 12.9 million visitors to offset ex-
penditures. Using 2021 expenditures, the park system would have needed 16.6 million visitors to break 
even; a 29 percent increase. Over this same period, attendance increased from 9.2 million visitors to 
11.6 million.

LOFT also found significant growth in expenditures for state park lodge restaurants and food and cater-
ing services, of which nearly $6 million in expenses were related to construction costs, management 
fees, and reimbursements. OTRD also covered more than $2 million in operational losses for the con-
tracted restaurant vendor. 

Under Parks’ capital-intensive maintenance and recapitalization strategy, expenditures on assets are 
outpacing attendance growth. Parks’ investments in assets such as lodges and restaurants have trans-
formed these properties into higher replacement assets, effectively increasing the assets in Oklahoma’s 
state parks and the funds required to maintain them.
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LOFT also found that Parks’ investment strat-
egy does not align with customer data. Using 
either independent survey data from 2017 or 
OTRD’s internal data, the amenities selected by 
respondents as being most important to their 
visit were things that require a low level of 
investment, such as camping sites, clean bath-
rooms, hiking and watchable wildlife. Parks 
has placed an emphasis on improving lodges, 
restaurants, cabins, yurts, and other accommo-
dation assets. 

Finding 3: Oklahoma’s Diverse Park System 
Can be Improved by Aligning Spending to 
Purpose

LOFT examined the statutory purpose of the 
State Park System and found the law’s broad 
language does not define the degree of access 
or the specific recreational opportunities Parks 
should make available to residents and visitors. 
In 2020, Parks enacted a parking fee at 22 state 
parks to assist with capital maintenance. De-
tractors of the fee have expressed concern that 
it may hinder some residents’ access to parks.

While LOFT found surrounding states’ statutes differed regarding the statutory purpose of their 
park systems, there was generally emphasis on preserving the state’s resources and offering 
access to recreational activities. Some states, like Colorado, emphasize the importance of land 
conservation and preservation. Other states, like Arkansas, emphasize the state park system’s role 
in aiding the state’s tourism industry. 

Oklahoma’s parks can be organized into three main categories, based on function: those that offer 
recreational access, preservation of cultural or natural heritage site, or being a “flagship” park that 
includes an upscale lodge with on-site dining. Each of these subcategories has different invest-
ment and maintenance needs. A park whose main attraction is hiking trails may need minimal 
funding to maintain, while a tourist destination will need to stay competitive with similar facilities. 
Parks that provide access to waterways may need to prioritize access points, such as boat ramps. 
As such, it is unlikely that one investment strategy can equally address the varied purposes of 
Oklahoma’s parks system. 

Oklahoma could pursue a singular vision for its State Park system, either prioritizing access and 
land preservation or developing centers of tourism. But there are opportunities for Oklahoma to 
adopt a pronged approach that recognizes the different purposes of the varied parks within the 
system. Aligning the Legislature’s intent with targeted investments toward each park function may 
strengthen and stabilize the overall park system, and clarify Parks’ mission. 2F
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Summary of Policy Considerations and Agency Recommendations

The Legislature should consider the following:

• Clarifying the legislative intent for the State Park System.
• Freezing capital expenditures for OTRD until completion of an asset inventory. Afterwards,

the Legislature may consider requiring approval for purchases of capital assets valued at $1
million or more.

• Requiring Parks to conduct an impact analysis regarding access fees for the State Park Sys-
tem.

• Requiring Parks to present the Legislature with a plan for investments in any assets that will
require significant long-term, ongoing maintenance and recapitalization costs, such as lodg-
es and restaurants, among others.

• Requiring the following from OTRD’s budget request:
o Inclusion of individualized key performance indicators for each park type, based on

park function and purpose.
o Reporting of self-sufficiency metrics, similar to what had been reported by the agen-

cy prior to 2013. The metrics should be presented per asset or asset class.
• Requiring Parks implement a new strategic planning process that incorporates stakeholder

input from legislators, community members, park visitors, and others.
• Requiring Parks to produce individualized strategic plans that align with the different types

of state parks according to park function and purpose.
• Clarifying the procedure for roads and parking lots maintenance within parks pursuant to 69

O.S. § 502 and 74 O.S. § 2226.
• Requiring Parks to provide industry-specific data and best practices to support management

strategy and decisions.
• Identifying specific investments for enhancing the accessibility of activities available at State

Parks as an eligible recipient of existing funding streams that have discretion to promote or
support public health.

The Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department should:

• Identify and implement best practices for long-term strategic planning for the state park
system, including aligning strategy with legislative and constituent goals.

• Consider more detailed investment strategies, including a requirement that assets such as
lodges and restaurants be self-sustaining or offset any increased budget needs for mainte-
nance and recapitalization through revenue.

• Utilize customer survey data to inform Parks’ expenditures and strategic planning process,
with annual reports on customer satisfaction regarding amenities and activities.

• Undertake an independently confirmed asset inventory and maintenance schedule.
• Adopt the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s standards for asset management, includ-

ing utilizing quality data to maximize the value of Tourism’s asset portfolio.
• Develop an MOU with the Department of Transportation (ODOT) to solidify the two agen-

cies’ working relationship so that appropriate costs for maintaining roads and bridges are
allocated to ODOT.

• Utilize Not-For-Profit State Park Foundations for supplemental revenue sources, as statutori-
ly authorized (74 O.S. 2225).
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Introduction  

The Oklahoma Park System began in 1933 with the State’s purchase of 
land in Ardmore that would later develop into Lake Murray State Park. 
In 1935, the Oklahoma Legislature created the State Park Commission, 
which coordinated with localities to secure the land for six additional 
state parks.1 From 1935 to 1942, with assistance from a federal public 
works program, the State’s seven original state parks were developed.2 

Today, the Oklahoma State Parks Division, hereafter referred to as “Parks,” 
oversees the operations of 33 of the 38 state parks. The Parks system 
totals more than 80,000 acres.3 The various parks offer a range of topog-
raphy, acreage, activities, and amenities. Some parks are home to basic 
lodging and amenities such as campsites and hiking, while other parks 
are more developed, offering 3-star lodges and a variety of activities like 
horseback riding, golfing, and waterskiing, among others. 

Figure 01 on page two shows the location of all 38 state parks categorized 
by type of lodging, amenities, and park experience.4

LOFT categorized the parks by the level of amenities available to visitors: 

Premier parks are those with lodge and restaurant options, RV and tent 
camping, as well as options to rent equipment such as kayaks, paddle-
boats, bikes and more.

Developed parks consist of parks with group camps, cabins, RV sites, 
camp sites, and other activities and amenities.

Basic parks are those with RV and tent camping, and

Underdeveloped parks are those which prioritize natural resource con-
servation and may have tent camping sites.5

1. Oklahoma State Historic Preservation Office, “Final Survey Report: Intensive-Level
Survey of New Deal-Era State Parks in Oklahoma,” Jun. 1993.
2. Labor was provided through the Civilian Conservation Corps, a New Deal-Era pro-
gram.
3. Data provided by State Parks Department on Jan. 19, 2022.
4. This chart includes Raymond Gary State Park, which OTRD does not operate.
5. See Appendix E for a full list of each park by category as according to Figure 01.

The State’s sev-
en original state 
parks were:              

• Lake Murray
• Beavers
• Bend Boiling

Springs
• Osage Hills
• Quartz Moun-

tain
• Robbers Cave
• Roman Nose

The original 
planners of the 
park system 
believed state 
parks should be
 “places where 
the idle time 
of Oklahoma 
citizens can be 
spent in pursuits 
which will tend 
to build up the 
moral, physical, 
and mental fiber 
of the people.” - 
  Oklahoma State 
Historic Pres-
ervation Office 
June 1993 Sur-
vey Report
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Figure 02: Oklahoma Tourism and 
Recreation Government Structure(This 
figure shows the organzational structure 
related to Tourism and Recreation. The 
Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Com-
mission serves as an advisory body to 
the Oklahoma Tourism and Recuration 
Department.)

Governance Structure of the State Park 
System 

Parks is a division of the Oklahoma 
Tourism and Recreation Department 
(OTRD). The Oklahoma Tourism and 
Recreation Commission (OTRC) currently 
functions as an advisory body to OTRD 
and oversees some activities of the 
administration of OTRD and Parks.6 Pre-
viously, the Executive Director of OTRD 
was overseen by the Commission. The 
Commission had the ability to select and 
remove the role of Executive Director. 
However, since 2019 the Executive Di-
rector reports directly to the Governor, 
as reflected in Figure 02.7 

6. 74 O.S. § 2203; HB 3603 (2018) amended the governance structure of the OTR Commission and duties of the OTRD Execu-
tive Director. The Commission is comprised of eight members who serve for six years and are appointed by the Governor with
the consent of the Senate.
7. 74 O.S. § 2206.
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Oklahoma statutes authorizes Parks to oversee the state park system, ensure the conservation and pres-
ervation of a selection of Oklahoma’s natural resources, and maintain public recreation facilities for the 
enjoyment of outdoor recreation.8 

Although Parks oversees the operation and maintenance of most state parks, not all 80,000 acres in the 
state park system is owned by OTRD. Twenty-three of the state parks are leased – in whole or in part – 
from various governmental entities. Figure 03, below, describes the ownership and leasing arrangements 
with Parks. The State owns approximately 25,000 acres of park land and leases about 55,000 acres from 
other property owners. 9  

Park Visitation and Financials 
In Fiscal Year 2021, approximately 11.7 million people visited Oklahoma’s State Parks. Visitation increased 
from 9.2 million in FY19 to 11.5 million in FY20, presumably due to the COVID-19 pandemic.10 Lodging, 
parking fees, merchandise and concession sales brought in approximately $15.7 million in 2021. The 
Parks Department spent $60.4 million to maintain and operate the park system. The Legislature provides 
appropriations to offset the losses from park operations; in 2021, $25 million to OTRD, with $16 million 
reaching the Parks Division. OTRD also recieves apportionments from oil and gas collections. In FY21, the 
agency recieved approximately $2.9 million from these collections. The park system holds approximately 
$1.1 billion in capital assets, which is detailed in Finding 1.

8. 74 O.S. § 2215; Further analysis of state statute can be found in Finding 3.
9. See Appendix D for a full list of ownership and lease information for each state park property.
10. Data provided by Parks Division. From FY 12 to FY 19, visitation averaged 9.1 million.
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Current Challenges to the Park System

The size and condition of the various parks under the State’s administration have fluctuated, as have 
the costs to maintain them. According to Parks, over time numerous municipal-owned parks were add-
ed to the State Park system due to local governments’ inability to properly fund their maintenance.11 
However, citing its own challenges with maintenance costs, over the past decade Parks has arranged for 
the ownership of several parks to be returned back to local governments. Effective 2019, the Executive 
Director, rather than OTRC, holds the ability to acquire, lease, or divest State Park property.12 Park land 
is often fulfilling public access requirements, sometimes accomplished by the State on behalf of federal 
agencies, such as the Army Corp of Engineers or the Bureau of Reclamation. Accordingly, any plan that 
includes divestiture of park land must include an assessment of federal access requirements. For exam-
ple, the U.S. Department of the Interior, which administers the Land and Water Conservation Fund, has 
the ability to reclaim funds granted to state parks if ownership change impedes access.

11. Meeting with State Parks Division, Nov. 2, 2021. Per 74 O.S.2224, OTRC has authority to make non-monetary transfers of
park properties with legislative approval.
12. 74 O.S. § 2206. – See Figure 02 for current governance structure.
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Since 2011, Parks has shed 13 properties from its system, citing a lack of 
attendance and revenue generation. In 2020, the Legislature transferred 
ownership of Quartz Mountain in Lone Wolf from the State Board of Re-
gents to OTRD.13

According to Parks’ current administration, many of the system’s larger 
assets, including lodging facilities, have deteriorated to a point that will 
require significant increases in appropriations to improve the conditions of 
the assets. In 2020, the Legislature authorized a bond totaling $48.6 million 
to be used by the Parks Department for capital improvements.14 In addition 
to the bond money, OTRD has requested an appropriation increase of $19.3 
million for capital asset maintenance.15 

LOFT identified areas where the agency is realizing success, including the 
complexity and data richness of the Promotions department at OTRD. Parks 
specifically has high employee retention and satisfaction, with most Parks 
employees having a tenure of five or more years.  

13. Oklahoma HB 2753 (2020) .
14. Oklahoma SB 1941 (2020)
15. FY2023 Budget Performance Review, submitted to OMES on October 1, 2021.
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Finding 1: Improperly Valued Assets are Driving OTRD’s Request for $19.3 Million 
in Increased Funding
The Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Depart-
ment (OTRD) has more than one billion dollars 
of assets deployed at parks across the state, 
ranging from lodges and campsites to splash 
pads and dams. In its FY2020 Strategy docu-
ment, OTRD asserts that “[park] degradation 
has occurred over decades and will most likely 
require at least a decade of proper funding 
and maintenance to overcome” (emphasis 
added). 16 In that same document, OTRD states 
its intent to reduce the number of parks if ade-
quate funding for maintenance is not provided 
(see inset at right).17

OTRD has placed the annual maintenance 
costs for Parks’ assets at $46.5 million. Parks 
estimates that it can meet approximately 59 
percent of its maintenance needs through operational and systemic improvements, and other 
inflows, including an estimated $6.5 million in anticipated revenue from parking passes at state 
parks. In FY22, the agency generated $2.2 million in parking pass revenue. In its FY23 budget re-
quest, OTRD requested a $19.3 million increase in appropriations to fund the agency’s remaining 
maintenance needs. As shown in Chart 02 below, the maintenance funds were the agency’s larg-
est budget request. If similar requests are made in future fiscal years, according to data presented 
by OTRD, the cumulative value of these increases in appropriations is roughly $193 million over 
ten years, assuming system improvements and operational efficiencies carry forward into the 
future.

16. See Appendix J: Oklahoma State Parks, FY2020 Strategy: Establishing a foundation for top-ten performance.
17. During the Feb. 28, 2022 exit conference with LOFT, OTRD stated it has changed its strategy to elimination of
assets in the face of inadequate funding, as opposed to reducing the number of parks.
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The $46.5 million in estimated annual maintenance costs accounts for 83 percent of the Parks  
Division’s average fiscal year expenditures and 59 percent of the average fiscal year’s budget, as Chart 
03 shows. Most of the growth in FY21 can be attributed to a bond for capital improvements, which 
Parks used to reinvest and upgrade assets (detailed in Finding 2 of this report).

Parks calculates its $46.5 million annual maintenance cost estimate by taking the total amount of as-
sets and multiplying by four percent.18 The total number of assets is $1.16 billion, as shown in Chart 04  
on page eight.

18. This methodology was provided by OTRD.
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Parks’ assets are valued at Replacement Cost, which is defined by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants as “the current cost of a similar new asset having the nearest equivalent utility to the asset being 
valued.”19 In response to LOFT’s inquiries about the agency’s use of this valuation model, OTRD clarified: 

“We use replacement cost because that cost is what we will need to have available in the event that 
the asset needs replacement at the end of its useful life. The Capital Allocation Strategy is based on 
what resources the agency would need in order to maintain assets and replace them at the end of their 
lifecycle. Those replacement costs form the foundation to determine an estimate of what the agency 
should be spending annually to keep assets adequately maintained.”20 (Emphasis added)

According to the State Auditor’s office, it is common for state agencies to use this valuation methodology.21 
However, in reviewing Parks’ asset accounting, LOFT found that Parks assigns the same replacement cost to 
every asset within a specific asset type, such as bridges, boat ramps, comfort stations, etc. When LOFT sought 
explanation for why the same replacement cost is used across assets, OTRD replied:

In our analysis, we did not have granular data for every park, so we used estimates for assets where 
we did not have adequate information to make a more detailed cost estimate. We are in the process of 
collecting more specific data for assets such as sewer and water lines. Other asset categories, such 
as “landscape” or “vegetation” would require detailed assessments in order to quantify an amount 
specific to each park.”22 (Emphasis added)

19. American Institute of Certified Public Accounts, International Valuation Glossary, Dec. 14, 2020.
20. Email correspondence with OTRD on Jan. 18, 2022.
21. Email correspondence with the Office of the State Auditor and Inspector on Dec. 2, 2021
22. Email correspondence with OTRD on Jan. 18, 2022.
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OTRD clarified its exact methodology as being an average of each asset class. This process includes 
adding together the total replacement cost of all assets within a class and then dividing the total cost 
among the total number of assets.23 For example, six lodges had a total replacement cost of $97.25 
million, which averages out to $19.45 million per lodge. There are challenges with this methodology, 
which will be explored later in this finding.

In reviewing documentation for determining asset values, LOFT found that approximately 20 percent of 
Parks’ methodologies are based on data from 2013 or use vague sourcing that make it difficult to prop-
erly ascertain the basis by which assets were initially valued. Table 01, below, includes examples. OTRD 
has stated it uses industry accepted standards for estimating costs, and where it cannot, it conducts 
internet research on comparable projects in other states. 

The varied nature of the parks within the State system result in different needs for each park. For 
example, a large acreage park with high attendance would require a more expansive and expensive 
wastewater system than a smaller park with fewer amenities and visitors. This logic applies to other 
asset categories. Figure 04, on page 10, demonstrates the differences within an asset class. The same 
replacement cost is assigned to both boat ramps, even though one boat ramp has an area seven times 
greater than the other.

23. Exit Conference between OTRD and LOFT, Feb. 28, 2022.
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Figure 05: Room Number and Replacement Cost of Quartz Mountain and Roman Nose. Lodges are valued at 
the same amounts, despite significant differences in the number of rentable rooms.

Another type of asset that can vary widely are lodges that offer individual rooms for rent. For exam-
ple, Quartz Mountain and Roman Nose State Parks both have lodges, but Quartz Mountain Resort24 

has six times the number of rooms as the 
lodge at Roman Nose.25 Yet, both lodges are 
assigned the same replacement cost, as Fig-
ure 05 shows (inset).

Another example of inaccurate use of valu-
ation is with the restaurants located within 
state parks. LOFT observed that expendi-
tures on restaurants at several state parks 
exceeded the stated replacement cost of the 
restaurants themselves. Expenditures includ-
ed renovations, construction, and equipment 
purchases. In several instances, the expen-
ditures exceeded the restaurant’s replace-
ment value multiple times. The investment 
in restaurants also exceeds OTRD’s own 

asset management plan, which states that a maximum of one restaurant was to be reinvested in 
every year. 26 However, LOFT found in FY20 and FY21 that multiple restaurants had significant capi-
tal improvement expenditures.

Using OTRD’s stated methodology of averaging valuations across an asset class and actual expens-es 
incurred for restaurant renovations, each of the six recently renovated lodge restaurants would 
have an average valuation of $2.28 million. This example demonstrates the shortcomings of using 
average values for replacement costs, as each of these restaurants far exceeds the agency’s average 
replacement cost of $443,800 for its restaurants. Based on the account code used by OTRD to record 
construction and renovation expenditures, these expenditures exceeded $91 million over fiscal years 
2012 to 2021.27

24. Quartz Mountain Resort Arts & Conference Center, Resorts and Lodges.
25. Roman Nose State Park, TravelOK.
26. See Appendix J for Parks’ FY2020 Strategy Document, Asset table, pg. 10.
27. See Appendix A for details regarding methodology.
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OTRD is also taking responsibility for maintenance costs that are statutorily required to be expend-
ed by another agency. According to Parks’ asset inventory, the replacement cost of roads within 
state parks is $116 million. Using OTRD’s approach of allocating four percent annually to mainte-
nance, this would result in spending $4.9 million for upkeep each year. State statute provides that 
the Transportation Commission, “shall construct or maintain roads and highways within the bound-
aries of state parks and memorials.”28 In practice, this has been interpreted as a shared responsibil-
ity, with OTRD providing materials and the Department of Transportation (ODOT) providing labor.29 
According to information provided by ODOT, the agency has provided roughly $1.2 million worth of 

labor costs over seven fiscal years, 
from FY2011 to FY2018. There 
is further guidance in statute 
providing ODOT responsibility to 
construct, maintain, and repair 
roads and parking areas in State 
parks as specified by the Parks 
Commission.30

ODOT informed LOFT that lead-
ership between the two agencies 
were “re-opening a more formal 
dialogue on park road improve-
ments and how [ODOT] can 
continue to understand [OTRD’s] 
needs and priorities to leverage 
resources.”31 OTRD has also indi-
cated their willingness and efforts 
to establish this working relation-
ship with ODOT.32

As a point of reference, LOFT examined asset management guidelines from the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office (GAO), which defines six competencies that “can help federal agencies manage 
their assets and resources effectively.”33 These are displayed in Figure 07 on page 12.

28.  69 O.S. § 502.
29.  Email correspondence with DOT on Feb. 14, 2022.
30.  74 O.S. § 2226.
31.  Email correspondence with Department of Transportation, Feb. 10, 2022
32.  Email correspondence with OTRD, Feb. 23, 2022.
33.  Government Accountability Office, FEDERAL REAL PROPERTY ASSET MANAGEMENT, published Nov. 2018.
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By relying on estimates without considering the state and status of individual assets, the Tourism 
and Recreation Department is not maximizing its asset portfolio value or using quality data. The 
GAO asserts that both of those steps play a pivotal role in shaping the strategic direction of an 
agency, as displayed in Figure 08 on page 13.34

In that same report, the GAO recognizes the General Service Administration (GSA) as a leader in 
the field of asset management through their practice of calculating “a Facility Condition Index, 
which is the asset’s current needs divided by its replacement value.” The GSA performs this once 
every two years, which allows the Federal agency to “assess the overall condition of its assets and 
what investments they need.”35 OTRD informed LOFT that it is in the process of implementing GSA 
asset management standards through its Capital Asset Management Program (CAMP).36 Full im-
plementation of this strategy will likely result in more accurate asset valuations and maintenance 
costs. 

34. Government Accountability Office, FEDERAL REAL PROPERTY ASSET MANAGEMENT, published Nov. 2018.
35.  Ibid.
36.  Exit conference meeting, Feb. 28, 2022.
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Until the full implementation of CAMP, maintenance costs will likely be difficult to predict, as they are 
based on uninformed estimates of asset values. The agency recently stated a shift in strategy to eliminate 
individual assets if faced with inadequate funding.37 However, in the event the agency is required to employ 
this strategy, the lack of informed estimates of asset values impedes the ability of the agency to accurately 
determine which assets to eliminate. Without quality data, which precludes the use of straight-line esti-
mates, it is impossible to calculate what the financial impact of preventative maintenance could, or should, 
be.

37.  Exit Conference between OTRD and LOFT, Feb. 28, 2022.
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Finding 2: Parks’ Investment Strategy is Negatively Impacting the Parks System’s 
Financial Feasibility
There have been past and current policy discussions about the financial feasibility of the State Park 
system, and whether individual parks can or should be self-sustainable. As recently as FY 2012, 
Oklahoma’s State Parks Division (Parks) reported self-sufficiency metrics annually in the Executive 
Budget. While Oklahoma’s state park system is not required to be self-funded, some states are able 
to achieve greater levels of self-sufficiency, or minimize appropriation needs, through different 
strategies. States like Missouri and Arkansas have a dedicated tax for state park funds, while other 
states offset expenditures through revenue collections. Each state park system is comprised of a 
wide array of assets requiring different levels of investment and maintenance. Numerous states de-
velop strategies that align the state of the park system with the funding available and have a long-
term vision for the system. LOFT found the Oklahoma State Parks FY 2020 Strategy did not contain 
these key components. 

If the goal of Oklahoma’s parks 
were to be financially self-suffi-
cient, it is moving further away 
from that goal due to manage-
ment’s strategy and resulting 
expenditures related to asset 
acquisition. For example, to offset 
2019’s expenditures, the park 
system would have needed 12.9 
million visitors. Using the 2021 ex-
penditures, the number of visitors 
required for the park system to 
break even increased to 16.6 mil-
lion visitors, a 29 percent increase. 
Over this same period, attendance 
increased from 9.2 million visitors 
to 11.6 million. LOFT’s analysis 
does not include the addition of 
Quartz Mountain and any spending 
since its transfer from the Oklaho-
ma Regents for Higher Education. 38 

LOFT also found significant growth 
in expenditures for state park lodge 
restaurants. In August 2021, OTRD 
executed a second amendment 
to its contract with its restaurant 
vendor, which approved contract 
overages. This amendment retroac-
tively provided for the payment of 
$2.12 million in operational losses 
for FY21. The original contract 
provided a maximum reimbursement amount of $2.26 million for one-time upgrades to restaurants. 
The second amendment to the restaurant vendor contract retroactively increased reimbursement 
five times over the prior contractual reimbursement amounts. 

38.  See Appendix A for methodology. Including expenditures at Quartz Mountain would have increased the FY21 break 
even to 17.6 million visitors. 
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Additionally, Parks spent $5.97 million on services using the food and catering services account 
code in FY21.39 The average annual expense for this category from FY12-FY19 was about $58,000. 
According to the Statewide Accounting Manual, published by OMES and last updated in August 
2020, this account code includes expenditures of the following type: 

Payments for the purchase of vendor-prepared meals or foods served for patients, inmates 
and wards at state-operated institutions and facilities. Also includes payments/ reimburse-
ment for vendor-prepared foods (e.g., pizzas, hamburgers, etc.) purchased for wards or 
clients when approved and under the authority of state statute, grant or other edict. Would 
also include meal costs associated with officially recognized employee recognition award cer-
emony, banquet or reception authorized by statute. Can also include authorized meals when 
appropriate for training classes or official meetings (must include justification statement and 
be authorized by agency head or designee), and other official events when justified.

This is one example of increased expenditures related to implementing a new strategy in state 
parks.40  
While self-sufficiency may not be the goal of the parks system, it is a key measure in understanding 
the financial health of the system. This metric was self-reported by the Agency in annual Execu-
tive Budget Books until FY 2013, documenting the historical use of this assessment. In short, if the 
Legislature’s goal is to improve the level of self-sufficiency of Oklahoma’s State Parks, the recent 
actions of Parks’ management are making that goal harder to achieve. 

FY 2020 Strategy Overview 
As detailed in Finding 1, Parks did not conduct a formal asset inventory prior to developing its asset 
valuation. According to the GAO, maximizing an asset portfolio’s value and using quality data are 
critical components to shaping the strategic direction of an agency. In the division’s FY 2020 Strate-
gy, Parks’ management established a capital-intensive vision for the parks system, with an emphasis 
on maintenance. This strategy focuses on first reinvesting in parks to retain the remaining utility of 
assets and to upgrade assets as needed. The Division also plans for continued reinvestment in main-
tenance and recapitalization of assets at four percent of the park system’s asset value annually.

All the financial components 
of the FY 2020 Strategic Plan 
are based on an asset portfolio 
valuation developed without 
data about actual asset values. 
The Strategy states that it was 
informed with data, however, 
the data is not provided with 
the plan, and LOFT did not 
observe data supporting the 
strategy. Further, this strategy 
will require significant increases 
in funding, which was established in Finding 1. 

39.  In the exit conference with LOFT on Feb. 28, 2022, OTRD stated that actual food and catering services expenses 
were $26,001. The remaining $5.96 million under this account code was for vendor related management fees, construc-
tion costs, and reimbursements; expenses that do not align with the account code. 
40.  See Appendix H for examples of increased expenditures for “Engineering Services,” as well as for “All Other Profes-
sional, Scientific, and Technical” account code expenditures.
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Using Parks’ FY 2020 asset portfolio and formula for reinvestment, Parks’ future budgets will require a 
69 percent increase over its average annual budget from the last ten years. 

Parks has stated that some of its funding needs will be offset through process improvements or reve-
nue enhancements, however those enhancements and improvements have not yet been realized. In 
the agency’s most recent budget request (FY23), Parks has shown the funding gap created by this new 
strategy comes to $19.3 million. The appropriations needed to fulfill this request represents a 25 per-
cent increase in the Division’s average budget over the last 10 years. 

Parks’ new management  strategy began with heavy investment in park assets that had deteriorated 
or needed upgrading to have an acceptable level of utility for park visitors. A major component of this 
initial strategy was fulfilled through the Legislature’s approval of $48.6 million in bond funds in 2020. 
After bringing assets to an acceptable level of utility, Parks’ management planned to implement their 
capital allocation strategy. Parks developed the formula requiring four percent of asset replacement 
cost be spent annually; two percent for maintenance and two percent for recapitalization. Under this 
formula, for every $1 million in State Park assets, there is an annual funding requirement of $40,000 
for maintenance and recapitalization.

Expenditures on Assets Are Outpacing Attendance Growth  
In 2020, the Legislature authorized the issuance of $48.6 million in bonds for use by the Oklahoma 
Tourism and Recreation Department (OTRD) “for the construction, repair and rehabilitation of state 
park facilities.”41 Parks provided LOFT with data showing the division’s cost estimates for projects as 
well as contractor bids for the projects Parks intended to complete. Of the projects which Parks bud-
geted the full $48.6 million funding toward, the contractor budget totaled $55.5 million. The amount 
exceeding the bond funding is being supplemented with other  agency funds.42 The amounts shown 
are only budgeted amounts, therefore they are not final and may change as projects are completed or 
progress.

41.  SB1941 (2020) – Enrolled (final version); 73 O.S. § 360.
42. OTRD Agency Response March 2, 2022
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Using the budgeted amounts from Parks, Chart 06 below reflects the allocation of bond funds by area 
of investment. 

As shown, Parks invested heavily in accommodations, including over $20 million on two lodges43 and 
the other nearly $20 million for accommodation expenses on cabins, RV and tent campsites, among 
others. Since FY12, Parks has cumulatively spent $109.9 million on assets or asset improvements. While 
annual investment in assets has more than doubled, attendance has increased less than 10 percent. 
Parks has not added new parks to the system in recent years, but investments in assets such as lodg-
es and restaurants have transformed these properties into higher replacement cost assets, effectively 
increasing the assets in Oklahoma’s State Parks. 

43.  Per SB1941 (2020), Parks was required to spend $3 million, “for the purposes of construction, repair and rehabilitation 
of the Quartz Mountain Arts and Conference Center, the Quartz Mountain Lodge and the Quartz Mountain State Park.”
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Historical financial data from Parks shows investments in purchasing, constructing, and renovating 
buildings and purchasing equipment is outpacing growth in attendance. In absolute numbers, as-
set expenditures have grown from $6.9 million in FY12 to $15.9 million in FY21, an increase of $8.9 
million, while attendance has increased from 8.9 million visitors to 11.7 million visitors, an increase of 
2.7 million visitors. Setting 2012 as the baseline year, investments in these assets have increased an 
average of 66 percent year over year, while over the same period, attendance has increased 8 per-
cent, as shown in Chart 07 below.

Parks’ Annual Maintenance and Recapitalization Strategy Requires Significant Addi-
tional Funding
Parks’ Strategy notes decades of deferred maintenance led to the deterioration of Park assets; as 
such, Parks’ plan states future spending, “will be on stopping the decline and some assets will have 
to be abandoned with no replacement.” In its report, Parks notes that as the degradation of assets 
occurred over decades, it would need “at least a decade” of proper funding and maintenance. The 
strategy also states if the agency does not receive adequate funding, it will consider closing State 
parks. 
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Parks’ capital allocation reinvestment strategy aims to reinvigorate deteriorated State assets to 
increase use, value, and quality. Generally, Parks states they will seek to “maintain/upgrade rather 
than grow/expand” their assets. Parks has not added new parks to the system since developing 
the FY2020 Strategy,44 however it is adding or upgrading a significant amount of facilities that will 
require substantial ongoing investment to maintain. The Strategy indicates the park management 
philosophy and asset standard was reached by a consensus among division management. In review-
ing Parks’ materials, LOFT did not observe the data utilized to inform management’s decision to 
pursue specific standards, such as a “three-star standard” for park lodges. While it is not clear what 
data informed the vision for Parks, the current strategy for allocating capital is creating long-term 
costs related to maintenance and recapitalization. 

Parks’ strategy is dependent on continued funding increases, yet there is no long-term commit-
ment to provide the funding necessary to maintain the agency’s asset investments.

During this evaluation, LOFT visited several State Parks to observe the condition of the parks and as-
sets within. LOFT observed a wide range of assets, from recently renovated lodges and restaurants 
like Roman Nose State Park, to parks with very few hard assets, such as Little Blue at Grand Lake. 

 

44.  In 2020, the Legislature approved a measure moving Quartz Mountain to State Parks from the Oklahoma Regents 
for Higher Education. This was a Legislative action, not an agency decision.
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These very different parks provide insight into the various forms Oklaho-
ma’s Parks system could take. Recent investments by Parks indicate the 
Division is focusing on investing in high-end assets like lodges and restau-
rants, as shown in Food and Catering Expenditures, Accommodations, and 
the 3-star strategy discussed below.

Parks’ Strategy Does Not Align with Customer Data
While Oklahoma has seen an increase in Park visitation since 2019, it is 
unclear whether this is a response to investment in park assets or some 
other influences. For instance, both National and state park systems 
have experienced surges in visitor numbers since the beginning of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Missouri, for example, saw 2.66 million more visitors 
from 2019 to 2020, a 14 percent increase in visitation. Similarly, Arkan-
sas experienced an almost 10 percent increase over this period (657,000 
more visitors). During this same period Oklahoma’s State Parks welcomed 
2.3 million more visitors in 2020, a 25 percent increase over the prior 
year. Oklahoma’s 2021 visitation stayed relatively flat across the park sys-
tem, indicating that visitor growth may not continue at rates experienced 
in 2020.  

LOFT analyzed 2017 survey data, conducted by SoonerPoll on behalf 
of the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department, which included 
responses from 4,359 past park visitors.45 One question asked, “What 
amenities/activities are more important to you when visiting a park?” 
Survey responses indicated that the top 3 most important amenities and 
activities were an RV camping area (with 36.1% of respondents choosing 
this option), then hiking (34.4%), and cabins (28.4%). Restaurants were 
ranked as the twelfth most important amenity or activity, after selections 
including a place that is quiet and restful, clean restrooms, and watchable 
wildlife, among others. Lodges either were not an option or did not make 
the top 23 most important amenities to state park visitors who were sur-
veyed. 

45.  Oklahoma State Parks Perception Study, SoonerPoll, pg. 27. Data collected from Oct. 
13 to Oct. 28, 2017. See Appendix G for survey responses for, “What amenities/activities 
are most important to you when visiting a park?”

LOFT finds 
Parks’ 
investment 
strategy is not 
aligned to the 
priorities of 
State Parks 
visitors , 
based on an 
independent 
survey 
conducted on 
behalf of OTRD.
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In recent years, Parks has stated the greatest challenge to the division is the deteriorated condition of state 
park assets and the amount of money needed to bring assets back to an acceptable, functional level. Parks 
has placed an emphasis on improving lodges, restaurants, cabins, yurts, and other accommodation assets. 
Lodges are assets with a shorter depreciation period 
than other accommodations like RV and tent camp-
sites.46 This means higher annual investment in rela-
tion to the asset’s value is required to maintain the 
asset. RV sites also have a longer lifecycle than lodges. 
In its Strategy document, Parks defines the “three-star 
hotel standard” being pursued with capital upgrades 
to state park lodges. Definition criteria is provided in 
Figure 09 (at right). 

This standard was chosen and defined by parks 
management, and LOFT did not observe data that 
supported this management approach for high-end 
assets like lodges and restaurants. Additionally, LOFT 
found that every state park lodge has at least one 
private restaurant within a ten-to-fifteen-mile radius 
of the lodge. Parks does not define what “a short dis-
tance” means, so LOFT is unable to determine if these 
private restaurants meet management’s criteria.

46.  See Appendix J for Parks’ FY2020 Strategy Document, Asset table, pg. 10. 
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Finding 3: Oklahoma’s Diverse Park System can be Improved by Aligning Spending to 
Purpose
Across the nation, state park systems offer opportunities for outdoor recreation and preserve certain 
natural resources. In addition, states may emphasize land conservation and access or utilize parks as 
tourist destinations to aid economic development. Pursuant to current strategy, Oklahoma’s Parks 
Division (Parks) is seeking to improve the conditions of the park system’s assets and increase financial 
feasibility. 

LOFT examined alignment of Parks’ goals and purposes with the statutory purpose of the State Park 
System and found the legislative intent of the Park System to be broad in nature. Statutes charge the 
State Parks Division with preserving parkland and maintaining public recreation facilities and accommo-
dations, including lodges, cabins, and camping sites. In addition, the law states Parks shall manage state 
park property and facilities, “with an emphasis conserving, protecting, and enhancing the natural, eco-
logical, historic, cultural, and other resources contained in each park and to provide for the public enjoy-
ment of and access to these resources in a manner which will protect them for future generations.” 47  

47.  74 O.S. § 2215.
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Statute also includes a broad mandate to the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department (OTRD), 
which houses the Oklahoma State Parks Division. As it relates to State Parks, OTRD is charged with en-
suring the protection of parkland and overseeing the, “operation and maintenance of the state’s lodges 
and golf courses.”48 

The law’s broad language does not specifically define to what degree Parks should ensure access to res-
idents and visitors for the enjoyment of state parks. Several pieces of legislation have been introduced 
in the 2022 Legislative Session to strengthen the Legislature’s role in state park policy and access to 
state parks, as shown in Table 03. The bills include eliminating entrance fees for certain individuals and 
requiring Legislative approval for new entrance fees. In addition, there is a proposal to require Legisla-
tive approval before shedding additional parks from the system. 

As detailed in Finding 2, Parks’ Strategic Plan is focused on improving its accommodations and facilities 
such as lodges, requiring significant on-going investment. In its Plan, Parks states that in order to help 
fund the Park System, “Park users will contribute a greater share of revenue.”49

48. 74 O.S. § 2202.
49. See Appendix J for Park’s FY 2020 Strategic Plan. pg. 9.
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Oklahoma Park Access – Parking Pass Program 
In June 2020, Parks enacted a parking pass 
program at 22 state parks that requires those 
parking on site to pay a daily fee. Vehicles 
with an Oklahoma license plate or Tribal 
license plate pay an eight-dollar fee; other 
visitors are charged ten dollars per vehicle to 
park. Oklahoma residents older than 62, dis-
abled individuals, and honorably discharged 
veterans are exempt from the fee.50 As of 
2019, the Executive Director has statutory 
authority to charge entrance and use fees.51 

Officials with OTRD have stated the revenue 
from the parking pass program is necessary 
to help keep certain state parks open and 
will help in capital upkeep and maintenance 
costs.52 The implementation of the parking 
pass program has garnered criticism from 
various state lawmakers and constituents. 
Detractors of the policy change have noted 
that the daily parking fee may hinder some 
residents’ access to parks if they cannot afford the fee.53 For context, just two of Oklahoma’s neighbor-
ing states - Arkansas and Missouri - do not assess visitor park fees. However, both of these states’ park 
systems are partially funded through various dedicated taxes on sporting goods and boat sales. While 
Oklahoma does not have a dedicated sporting goods sales tax like Texas, the State does receive a 
dedicated apportionment from the Gross Production Tax. The amount OTRD receives from these 
dedicated tax funds is comparable to the amount of dedicated funds that would be generated if 
Oklahoma adopted Arkansas’ approach.54

Comparative Analysis – Statutory Mission of State Parks  
While LOFT found surrounding states’ statutes differed regarding the statutory purpose of their park 
systems, there was generally emphasis on preserving the state’s resources and offering access to recre-
ational activities.55 Table 04, on page 25, depicts how Arkansas and Colorado emphasize distinct 
aspects of their state park systems. 

50. Travel OK, “Your Complete Guide to the Oklahoma State Parks Parking Pass.”
51. Effective 2019 the powers delegated to the Commission were transferred to the Executive Director.
52. Cuomo, “Oklahoma debuts…” Metro Family Magazine.
53 Janelle, “Lawmakers complain…” Tahlequah Daily Press, Aug. 25, 2020.
54. As noted by OTRD in the Agency Response, applying Arkansas’ Parks sales tax approach to Oklahoma would generate
approximately $3.1 Million. OTRD received approximately $2.9 Million from GPT in FY21.
55. In its regional analysis, LOFT was able to identify a statutory purpose regarding the state parks for Kansas, Colorado and
Arkansas, but not Texas, Missouri, and New Mexico. However, LOFT was able to identify the mission statement for all sur-
rounding states’ parks departments or divisions.
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Colorado’s statutes make no mention of tourism, instead emphasizing the importance of land conser-
vation and preservation. Notably, Colorado law also expressly states what purposes its system will not 
fulfill, namely providing local-level access to recreation (see item C. in Table 04.)

Arkansas’ statutes emphasize the state park system’s role in aiding the state’s tourism industry. Last 
year, Arkansas refocused its efforts to market state parks by creating the Office of Outdoor Recre-
ation. Arkansas noted in recent years its Division of Tourism has advertised other type of activities 
and attractions, such as fine dining and music festivals, but now it will “get back to the basics” and 
promote the outdoors since it is a significant driver of state tourism.56 

56. Arkansas Senate, ”State Office to Promote Outdoor Recreation and Tourism,” Jun. 25, 2021.
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Funding Sources
Oklahoma’s State Parks system is funded through user fees, State appropriations and dedicated revenue. 
In FY21, Parks received $16 Million from State appropriations. OTRD also receives apportionments from 
oil and gas Gross Production Tax collections. In FY21, approximately $2.9 million in oil and gas tax revenue 
was dedicated to Parks.57 58 In addition to statutory review, LOFT identified other states’ funding sources 
for their park systems as shown in Chart 08.59 For instance, Kansas’ park system relies heavily on user fees 
and does not receive state appropriations to fund its system.60 Colorado’s Park System has a dedicated 
source of funding through a portion of lottery proceeds and relies on user fees as well.61 This system may 
benefit from multiple revenue streams outside of general appropriations. 

Chart 08: Comparison of State Park’s Funding Sources to Other States (This chart shows the variation of 
total revenue and funding sources for state park systems)

57. LOFT’s analysis based on data from the Oklahoma Tax Commission and information from Senate Fiscal Staff.
58. 68 O.S. § 1004
59. Note: For Nebraska and Mississippi federal funds amounted to less than one percent of funding sources. Federal sources
of funding specifically allotted to Kansas Parks were not included in their annual report rather the funds that supported the
Kansas Wildlife, Parks, and Tourism Department. 
60. Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks, and Tourism, 2020 Annual Report.
61. Colorado Parks and Wildlife: FY 2020 Funding Sources.
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Oklahoma’s Park System amenities and activities may vary depending on an individual park’s function; as 
such, the funding needs of parks differ as well. Parks that offer recreational options and basic accommoda-
tions such as campgrounds do not require the same high level of investment and maintenance as one of the 
six state parks with upscale lodges. 

Functions of Oklahoma State Parks 
Through site visits to select parks and review of Park’s Strategic Plan, LOFT identified three categories of state 
parks based upon their respective functions, as shown in Table 05.62 

As established in earlier findings, Parks’ current strategy prioritizes investments into the State’s “Flagship” 
parks, whose amenities often require users to spend money. The diversity of Oklahoma’s state park system 
offers very different experiences to different users. For example, a visitor seeking quiet time surrounded by 
nature may prefer staying in a tent or a cabin instead of a lodge. Other park visitors may only be interested in 
a day experience, using hiking trails or accessing waterways. Still others visit some of Oklahoma’s high-amen-
ity parks as a tourist destination. 

62.  See Appendix F for the State Parks Department’s categorization of parks by function as contained in the FY2020 Strategy.
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Each of these subcategories within Oklahoma’s park system has different 
investment and maintenance needs. A park whose main attraction is hiking 
trails may need minimal funding to maintain, while a tourist destination 
will need to stay competitive with similar facilities. Parks that provide 
access to waterways may need to prioritize access points, such as boat 
ramps. As such, it is unlikely that one investment strategy can equally 
address the varied purposes of Oklahoma’s system of parks. Through its 
current strategy, Parks has presented the false choice of either maintaining 
high-capital assets or closing state parks.

Oklahoma could pursue a singular vision for its State Park system, either 
prioritizing access and land preservation or developing centers of tourism. 
But there are opportunities for Oklahoma to adopt a pronged approach 
that recognizes the different purposes of the varied parks within the 
system. Aligning the Legislature’s intent with targeted investments toward 
each park function may strengthen and stabilize the overall Park System 
with respect to funding sources and Parks’ mission. In addition to targeted 
funding models, it may be appropriate to develop different success met-
rics based on a park’s primary function. For instance, attendance may be a 
metric utilized for determining the success of parks that focus on access, 
while revenue generation may serve as a success indicator for Flagship 
Parks. 

If Oklahoma’s goal is for its park system to continue offering its current 
level of access, the system may be best served by recognition that different 
park models have different needs. This would include adoption of tiered 
strategic plans that account for the type of park and level of maintenance 
and investment needed, as well as the different metrics to determine the 
success of the park.
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Appendices

Appendix A. Methodology

Oklahoma Statutes, Legislation, Agency Documents  

LOFT reviewed relevant state statutes and pending state legislation pertaining to the Oklahoma Tourism 
and Recreation Department, Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Commission, and the State Parks Divi-
sion. LOFT also analyzed State Park Division internal planning documents. 

Figure 05: LOFT used Google Earth spatial mapping to analyze the surface area of boat ramps at North 
Disney and Roman Nose State Parks. This calculation was checked against actual observations during 
LOFT’s field work visits to observe these assets.

Fiscal Year Budget for Parks: LOFT compiled agency budgets from Executive Budget Books and took the 
percentage of the agency budget for the Parks division and for Capital Project – Parks for each fiscal 
year.

Breakeven Analysis: LOFT compiled revenue sources that were directly tied to attendance, such as park-
ing pass revenue and concession sales. The evaluation team then took all operating expenditures and 
labeled them as variable or fixed costs and held payroll costs steady to account for stable employment 
costs over ten fiscal years. LOFT excluded expenditures at Quartz Mountain as these were legislatively 
mandated, thus did not reflect management decision-making. Including Quartz Mountain expenditures 
would have increased the FY21 breakeven to 17.6 million visitors. 

LOFT then took the average of revenue per attendee and variable expenses per attendee. The formula 
to calculate breakeven is:

(Fixed Operating Expenditures including payroll – Average Appropriations for Parks) / (Revenue per At-
tendee – Variable Operating Expenditures per Attendee), which resulted in 16.6 million visitors needed 
for the state park system to breakeven using FY2021 expenditure and revenue data. Using this calcula-
tion, LOFT was also able to determine that for every $1,000,000 increase in fixed expenditures, parks 
would need an increase of 400,000 visitors to breakeven.

Chart 05: LOFT reviewed bond project descriptions and categorized them using OTRD’s provided asset 
categories.

Chart 06: Data from Chart 06 is based on the following two tables, Table 06 and Table 07 found on A2 
and A3
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Table 06: Building and Equipment Expenditures Account Codes. (The following table shows Parks 
expenditures and account codes for building and equipment from FY 12 to FY 21.)
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Source: Table 06 and Table 07 were provided by OTRD.

Despite “BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES - CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION” including renovation 
costs, LOFT included it as an asset acquisition expenditure, due to the following reasons: 

1. “Major Maintenance” is a different account.
2. “Engineering Services”, which includes “Payments for services providing plans, designs, and technical 

services during construction or installations, whereby, applying physical laws and principles of engi-
neering” has increased from $410,901.50 in FY20 to $20,576,056.36 in FY21, indicating activity more 
capital-intensive than renovations (see Appendix H).

3. The definition of replacement cost is “the current cost of a similar new asset having the nearest 
equivalent utility to the asset being valued”, which indicates that insofar as renovations increase the 
utility needed from a replacement, they inherently increase the capitalized cost of the asset. 

Table 07: Account and Account Descriptions. (The following table shows the account descriptions for 
building and equipment codes in Table 06.)
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Interviews 

Throughout the scope of this evaluation LOFT identified key stakeholders in the Oklahoma State 
Park System and conducted interviews with the following groups: 

• Office of Oklahoma Lieutenant Governor
• Oklahoma State Parks Division
• Broken Bow Chamber of Commerce
• Wagoner Chamber of Commerce
• Oklahoma City Audubon Society
• Tulsa Audubon Society
• Oklahoma Sierra Club
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Appendix C. Profit Performance of Each State Park (FY21)

Table 08: Profit Performance of Each State Park for FY 21. (This table shows the net performance for each 
state park. Eight parks were profitable in FY 21. 

Park Revenue Operating Expenses Payroll  Expenses Net Performance
Alabaster Caverns 283,306.24$       (121,237.24)$           (275,796.46)$       (113,727.46)$       
Arrowhead 991,994.94$       (548,567.98)$           (635,660.42)$       (192,233.46)$       
Beaver's Bend 5,595,591.54$    (8,162,088.09)$       (2,194,513.79)$    (4,761,010.34)$    
Black Mesa 174,394.11$       (125,195.60)$           (115,095.60)$       (65,897.09)$         
Boiling Springs 225,435.25$       (709,475.62)$           (273,046.09)$       (757,086.46)$       
Cherokee Landing 96,770.33$         (122,385.57)$           (118,896.83)$       (144,512.07)$       
Fort Cobb 1,724,256.64$    (913,521.41)$           (584,963.78)$       225,771.45$        
Foss 722,790.20$       (260,951.29)$           (269,750.47)$       192,088.44$        
Gloss Mountain -$                      (15,134.96)$             -$                       (15,134.96)$         
Grand Lake Bernice 246,451.63$       (62,850.91)$             (117,295.44)$       66,305.28$           
Grand Lake Cherokee 422,974.19$       (261,081.73)$           (377,667.09)$       (215,774.63)$       
Grand Lake Honey Creek 188,246.83$       (104,492.65)$           (122,956.64)$       (39,202.46)$         
Grand Lake Snowdale 10.42$                 (2,403.13)$               -$                       (2,392.71)$            
Grand Lake Spavinaw 181,305.76$       (27,747.23)$             (5,077.63)$            148,480.90$        
Grand Lake Twin Bridges 279,220.35$       (130,980.35)$           (247,939.91)$       (99,699.91)$         
Great Plains 505,912.88$       (197,346.79)$           (155,019.46)$       153,546.63$        
Greenleaf 801,034.73$       (1,700,615.71)$       (558,174.80)$       (1,457,755.78)$    
Keystone 1,313,799.65$    (652,585.83)$           (681,699.81)$       (20,485.99)$         
Lake Eufala 426,684.97$       (232,607.75)$           (320,679.95)$       (126,602.73)$       
Lake Murray 6,109,211.80$    (9,986,464.04)$       (3,180,925.08)$    (7,058,177.32)$    
Lake Texoma 1,096,771.89$    (419,876.30)$           (394,600.13)$       282,295.46$        
Lake Thunderbird 1,530,235.75$    (508,668.50)$           (574,417.82)$       447,149.43$        
Lake Wister 575,016.72$       (406,602.22)$           (457,887.76)$       (289,473.26)$       
Little Sahara 1,390,430.08$    (1,383,638.87)$       (434,897.10)$       (428,105.89)$       
McGee Creek 303,286.85$       (136,633.42)$           (234,238.52)$       (67,585.09)$         
Natural Falls 708,788.71$       (617,803.14)$           (353,296.18)$       (262,310.61)$       
Osage Hil ls 447,152.24$       (371,425.35)$           (453,942.31)$       (378,215.42)$       
Quartz Mountain 449,033.61$       (2,712,479.98)$       (698,861.95)$       (2,962,308.32)$    
Robbers 2,092,968.65$    (3,088,153.13)$       (1,022,162.20)$    (2,017,346.68)$    
Roman Nose 934,112.42$       (2,283,072.52)$       (952,322.36)$       (2,301,282.46)$    
Salt Plains 401,548.86$       (152,894.56)$           (345,242.12)$       (96,587.82)$         
Sequoyah 4,035,372.37$    (3,348,442.60)$       (2,235,263.93)$    (1,548,334.16)$    
Talimena 94,765.00$         (52,002.37)$             (15,223.41)$         27,539.22$           
Tenkil ler 1,449,971.84$    (1,445,203.34)$       (583,620.29)$       (578,851.79)$       

Total 35,798,847.45$ (41,264,630.18)$     (18,991,135.33)$ (24,456,918.06)$ 

Source: Legislative Office of Fiscal Transparency’s analysis based on data provided by Parks. 
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Appendix D: State Parks Property & Facility Ownership
Table 09: State Parks Property and Facility Ownership. (This table shows the ownership information and visitation for 
each state park. Acreage denoted in Column D are owned by the State. Acreage denoted in Column E are owned by 
other entities as noted in Column F and are leased to the State. 

Source: Data provided by Parks Division. 
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Appendix E: Categorization of State Parks by Amenities and Activities
Table 10: Categorization of State Parks by Amenities and Activities. (This table places parks into four catego-
ries as defined below.)

Premier parks are those with lodge and restaurant options, RV and tent camping, as well as options 
to rent equipment such as kayaks, paddleboats, bikes and more. 

Developed parks consist of parks with group camps, cabins, RV sites, camp sites, and other activities 
and amenities. 

Basic parks are those with RV and tent camping, and 

Underdeveloped parks are those which prioritize natural resource conservation and may have tent 
camping sites. 
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Source: Legislative Office of Fiscal Transparency’s analysis of park amenities and activities utilizing data from Trav-
elOK.com
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Appendix F: Oklahoma State Parks Division’s Categorization of State 
Parks by Function
Table 11: Oklahoma State Parks by Function. (This table shows Oklahoma State Parks Categorized by their 
respective purpose.)
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Appendix G: 2017 SoonerPoll Results for Oklahoma Tourism and Recre-
ation Department
Figure 10: Excerpt from 2017 SoonerPoll Results for Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department. (This 
figure below shows the results from the 2017 SoonerPoll Suvery regarding visitor’s top amentities/acitivites 
when visiting a state park.)
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Source: Data provided by Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department, Jan. 27, 2022. 
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Appendix H: Supplemental Charts on Increased Expenditures
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Appendix I: Parks’ Asset Valuation Spreadsheet
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Appendix J: FY2020 Strategic Plan
Please see the following pages which include the FY2020 Strategic Plan for the Okla-
homa State Parks Division: 
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State Parks FY 2020 Strategy 
Establishing a foundation for top-ten performance 

Executive Summary 
Oklahoma’s 12 eco-regions provide a phenomenal natural resource base that could catapult Oklahoma’s state 
park system to top-ten status.  The state has set aside or leased over 80,000 acres across all the eco-regions, 
establishing parks of breathtaking beauty that are often also rich in historic value or cultural heritage. 

On the other hand, Oklahoma must face the reality that the infrastructure in and improvements to these parks 
has seriously degraded over the last few decades.  While the natural resources may be top-ten quality, the 
remainder of the system is not.  Nearly all money spent in the near future will be on stopping the decline and 
some assets will have to be abandoned with no replacement.   

The strategy for the future must acknowledge the mathematics of underfunded maintenance.  Most state 
agencies would be more than satisfied if they were funded at 95% of what they “need,” particularly given the 
lean years Oklahoma has been through recently.  Unfortunately, spending 95% of what’s necessary to maintain 
any asset at a specific level of utility results in a decline to 49% utility in only 14 years.  Spending 90% of the 
required maintenance amount gets to the same place, 49% utility, in only seven years.  And state parks have 
received less than 90% of what’s required to maintain all of its assets for far more than seven years.   

Given the degraded state of current assets and likelihood for future funding restrictions, Oklahoma Tourism and 
Recreation Department (OTRD) management determined the best strategy for the parks was to establish a 
framework to prioritize resource allocation in the near term.  Regardless of how “top ten” would ultimately be 
defined, some way to identify and prioritize needs across the thousands of park assets was necessary to provide 
a foundation upon which to build.  Put another way, a strategy for achieving “top ten” is worthless if in a few 
years there is nothing left to build upon, so the strategy is to create an investment framework that management 
knows will stop the degradation.   

Management treated strategy development like a consulting project.  It gathered data, inspected the parks, 
documented processes and held internal meetings to gain a common understanding of operations.  It created 
baseline three baseline classifications for managed acreage—State Parks, State Natural Heritage Areas and State 
Recreation Areas—and assigned existing parks to these classifications.  Two leased-acreage parks could not be 
classified and will be released from the system back to the landowner.   

Within the parks, fixed assets were grouped by asset type or function (e.g., lodge, cabin, RV campground, 
swimming pool) to prescribe a capital allocation strategy and maintenance cycle for each.   

The capital allocation strategy describes:  

 whether management will seek to add new assets of that type; 
 whether assets of that type that fail to meet some minimum standard will be abandoned and/or 

destroyed;  
 a physical example or a specification that will serve as the utility standard for assets of that class;   
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 a capital improvement strategy for moving sub-standard assets in the class up to standard (by one-time 
upgrades or over-spending on annual maintenance), or for maintaining assets as-is with no effort to 
upgrade substandard assets. 

Each asset group was also assigned to a maintenance cycle, which was essentially the life expectancy of the 
asset, split into exterior, interior and infrastructure as appropriate.  Given the severely degraded state of most 
park assets, the maintenance cycle can also be seen as a replacement schedule for each portion of the asset 
(exterior, interior or infrastructure).  By the end of the cycle, that portion of all assets in the group will have 
been replaced.  As an example, lodge interiors are specified with a seven-year interior maintenance cycle, which 
means a lodge room would be remodeled every seven years (or that one-seventh of all lodge rooms would be 
remodeled every year).  

Finally management compiled vision/philosophy statements to govern future operations and expenditures at 
the parks.  It started with a set of overarching philosophies for SPD and parks in general, then expanded those 
philosophies for specific areas of park operation. These statement are intended to guide future decisions for the 
parks and set a direction for future strategic planning efforts.   

Overview and Methodology 
Oklahoma State Parks Division (SPD) of OTRD intends to become a top ten state park system in the U.S. and SPD 
is currently evaluating available data to determine exactly how “top ten” can be defined and measured.  In the 
meantime, Parks has defined a strategy it believes will reverse decades of gradual decline and create an upward 
trajectory to dramatically improve the quality of the assets it manages and services it provides to guests.   

SPD used a traditional management consulting methodology to evaluate current conditions and establish a 
strategy for the future: 

 Observe, Inspect, Document and Assimilate the Current State – Top management visited nearly every 
park in late spring and had multiple sessions with SPD personnel documenting significant business 
processes.  We had a third-party review to provide a baseline knowledge of operations and financial 
controls.  We reviewed FY19 and FY20 budgets and capital projects, and had multiple in-depth meetings 
to discuss park history, planning, management and operations.   

 Classify Existing Assets – SPD management created foundational definitions for SPD assets, essentially 
asking, “What is a state park and why?”  The foundational definitions provide a level of abstraction to 
group and make decisions about parks despite wide disparities in size, geography, climate, history and 
use.   

 Describe the New State and Guiding Vision to Get There – SPD management again used abstraction to 
categorize park assets and services, this time to answer the questions, “What do we do?” and “How can 
we improve?”  The result is a State Parks Strategy that consists of four sections: 

o Definition and Classification – the foundational definitions for SPD assets and a classification of 
the parks using these definitions; 

o Overarching Philosophies – a set of general philosophies that will govern planning, managing 
and operating the parks; 

o State Parks Vision –statements of management intent about how the parks will be run, 
priorities will be assigned and capital will be allocated;  
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o Fixed Asset Strategy – a matrix intended to assign priorities and guide decisions regarding the 
various asset classes in the parks.   

This strategy will be the foundation for capital project selection and prioritization as well as a host of other 
projects planned for FY2020.  Next steps in the State Parks Transformation include:  

 Expanding the Fixed Asset Strategy into a Capital Allocation Strategy for the next five fiscal years and 
aligning the FY20 Capital Budget with that strategy;  

 Establishing and implementing a Dynamic Pricing Strategy for lodging and services;  
 Creating a Park Operations Model of the standard business processes for operating a park and the 

generic personnel positions that participate in those processes; 
 Creating a series of Measures for each standard business process and a Scorecard for those Measures. 

In parallel with these next steps taken at the Headquarters level, Regional Managers will develop a park-specific 
Vision and Fixed Asset Strategy that will govern and inform decisions in each park, as well as a park-specific 
Operations Model and the associated Measures/Scorecard.   

Background: Effect of Maintenance Spending on Original Utility 
A critical factor in determining the strategy and vision for Oklahoma’s state parks (or any entity with significant 
fixed assets) is recognition that assets decay over time.  There are three basic maintenance strategies for dealing 
with the decay: 

Level 1. Exhaust and replace – the asset is used until it is no longer able to perform the intended function, 
then replaced with a similar item.  The item is not repaired because repairs are uneconomic or 
technology has made the item obsolete.   

Level 2. Repair as needed – the asset is used until it is no longer able to perform the intended function, then 
repaired to an acceptable level of utility.  Early lifecycle repairs can often bring the asset to its 
original utility but over time users must accept a lower level of utility or replace the asset.  

Level 3. Maintain and upgrade (where possible) – the asset is consistently maintained at or approaching 
original utility.  As the lifecycle proceeds, the asset is upgraded where possible to improve utility, 
extend its life, prevent more expensive repair or some combination of all three.   

While organizations practice all three strategies, economic analysis generally shows as the cost or scarcity of the 
asset increases, the more cost effective higher levels of maintenance become.  This phenomenon is readily 
apparent at the parks:  it may be fine to take a Level 1 maintenance approach for refrigerators and TVs, but it 
would be impossible to do that with lodges, cabins or golf courses.   

What’s less apparent, but possibly more important at SPD, is the mathematics that drive the effectiveness of the 
Level 3 approach.  As the chart and explanation below show, a Level 3 approach can only be successful in the 
long run if the amount expended is very close to the amount required.  
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This chart shows the percentage of original utility an asset retains assuming various levels of maintenance 
spending over time.   

The chart is a generalization because many assets do not experience a direct, linear decline that begins the 
second they are put into service.  Generally speaking, however, after some initial “honeymoon” use period 
where there may be little degradation, assets begin to decline at a fairly constant rate that continues until they 
are near the end of their useful life, when decline often becomes exponential.  The chart therefore generalizes 
by eliminating the very beginning and end of life and focusing on the period of relatively constant decline.  

The chart shows what happens over time when maintenance is funded at less than 100% of what is required.  If 
funding is provided at 99%, the annual decline is negligible but after 11 years the asset is less than 90% of its 
original utility.  If funding is 95% of what’s required—which in a state governmental entity could easily be 
considered heroic—the asset has declined to less than half of its original utility after 14 years.   

If funding is at 90% of what is required—which is probably considerably closer to realistic given Oklahoma’s 
fiscal situation in the past decade—assets decline to less than half of their original utility in seven years and less 
than 25% of utility after 14 years.   

The implications of these mathematics are profound for SPD for two reasons: 

 The chart shows the decline from original utility, which for SPD is the utility that exists at this moment.  
The decline depicted is from the current condition of the parks, which in most cases is less than desired 
and far less than what would be described as “top ten.”  Since many Park assets are significantly 
degraded already, it’s possible that any further decline could push them into the exponential decline 
curve that exists after the constant decline curve is exhausted.  Put another way, the decline curves 
shown probably represent best case scenario for SPD funding.   
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 The current degraded state of the parks has resulted from current and past spending levels.  Even if we 
assume the current spending level is 100% of what’s required (highly unlikely), continuing to spend this 
amount will, at best, maintain the parks in their current degraded condition.   

In the face of these mathematical realities, prudent management requires SPD to drastically change its strategy.  
It is simply unacceptable to allow billions of dollars in man-made fixed assets, not to mention Oklahoma’s 
priceless natural resources, to degrade into worthlessness.   

Strategic change requires facing a number of hard realities in nearly every area:  political, organizational, 
managerial, financial and even cultural.  But by facing those hard realities, the Oklahoma park system can not 
only survive but flourish—and truly become a top ten system.  

Definition and Classification 
This section defines three types of “State Park” assets and classifies all existing assets according to those 
definitions.   

A Short History of Oklahoma’s Parks 
In the 1930s, one of the first New Deal programs initiated was the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), a military-
like labor organization that performed large-scale conservation projects and allowed men working in the 
program to provide for themselves and their families.  CCC labor was used in conjuction with the National Park 
Service (NPS) design and engineering expertise to develop national and state parks that would be accessible to 
all Americans.  Those parks and the structures within them left a legacy of distinctive architecture and quality 
craftsmanship that is still reflected in Oklahoma’s original state parks.   

The first annual report of Oklahoma’s Division of State Parks (June 30, 1938) explains park sites were planned to 
provide sufficient size and adequate facilities for certain types of large scale recreation in addition to the 
conservation of natural beauty.  It also describes State Parks as predicated on the following needs:   

 A meeting place with ideal conditions for all people,  
 A recreation and educational place,  
 A health center,  
 A weekend resort for all so that they might have a change of scenery and to provide sanctuary for 

wildlife indigenous to Oklahoma.   

These principles still have validity and provide a cornerstone of purpose.  Parks provide a higher quality of life by 
offering respite for families, natural environments conducive to learning and social growth, and well-being for 
body and mind.  

Definitions 
SPD management has defined three types of assets within the system, each based to some extent on the 
concept of conservation.  The NPS explains “Conservation is generally associated with the protection of natural 
resources, while preservation is associated with the protection of buildings, objects, and landscapes. Put simply 
conservation seeks the proper use of nature, while preservation seeks protection of nature from use.”   

State Park 
This asset type definition is based upon common characteristics of the seven original state parks (six of 
which are still managed by SPD).  State Parks are areas with outstanding scenic, historic and natural 
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resource qualities.  They are larger in size and geographically situated such that all Oklahomans have at 
least one within a two-hour drive.  Resource conservation is equally balanced with recreational use.  
Interpretive and historic/cultural programming are emphasized.   

State Natural Heritage Area 
These assets are focused on a unique natural resource and often have facilities and programs that are 
focused upon it.  Resource conservation is emphasized over recreational use.  Interpretive and 
educational programming are emphasized.   

State Recreation Area 
These assets tend to be smaller in size and located around a lake, with a heavy emphasis on recreational 
use.  They tend to have extensive development for camping and the bulk of the use is seasonal.   

Asset Classification 
SPD management has classified the assets currently within the system according to the defintions above.   

 

Current State Parks Reclassified Into New Definitions 

State Parks State Natural Heritage Areas State Recreational Areas 
Beavers Bend Alabaster Caverns Arrowhead 
Boiling Springs Black Mesa Cherokee Landing 
Greenleaf Clayton Lake Fort Cobb 
Lake Murray Gloss Mountain Foss 
Osage Hills Grand Lake – Twin Bridges Grand Lake - Bernice 
Robbers Cave McGee Creek Grand Lake - Cherokee 
Roman Nose Natural Falls Grand Lake - Honey Creek 
Sequoyah  Grand Lake - Spavinaw 
  Great Plains 
  Great Salt Plains 
  Keystone 
  Hugo Lake 
[Quartz Mountain 1 ] [Red Rock Canyon 2 ] Lake Eufaula 
  Lake Texoma 
  Lake Thunderbird 
  Lake Wister 
  Little Sahara 
  Raymond Gary 
  Sequoyah Bay 
  Talimena  
  Tenkiller 

 Items in bold are the original CCC state parks. 
1. Quartz Mountain is included because it was one of the seven original CCC state parks and there is a 

possibility it may get transferred back to the SPD. 
2. Red Rock Canyon is included because it is currently leased to the City of Hinton but the SPD may get it 

back once the lease term is complete.   
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Two current assets, Grand Lake – Snowdale and Spring River, do not fit into these classifications.   

Implications 
The classifications are, generally speaking, a framework for describing the assets managed by the SPD rather 
than a tool for making immediate decisions.  Nevertheless, there are some implications that can be drawn from 
the classifications and background presented thus far. 

 Grand Lake – Snowdale and Spring River will most likely be divested from the state park system in the 
near future.  They do note meet even the minimum definition for asset classification and OTRD needs to 
allocate its capital to fewer assets to minimize utility decline, assuming a relatively constant level of 
funding.   

 If the SPD is requested to assume control of Quartz Mountain and/or Red Rock Canyon, a funding 
mechanism must also be provided to ensure these additional assets do not contribute adversely to the 
utility decline of the remainder of the system, or do not themselves fall into the death spiral of 
underfunded maintenance  

Overarching Philosophies 
This section describes general philosophies that govern planning, management and operation of Oklahoma’s 
parks.  They are intended to be overarching statements that explain or underpin priorities assigned and 
decisions made in the remainder of the document.  While some particular individual statements or decisions will 
contradict these philosophies, they are applicable to the SPD strategy as a whole.   

1. We can implement the desired trajectory now but reaching the desired state will take many years.   

It has taken decades for our assets to decline to the current state and it cannot be fixed overnight.  We will 
have to decommission, abandon and/or remove some non-historic assets without replacing them.  Services 
in some areas will be diminished while others will be discontinued.  Generally speaking, we would rather 
eliminate assets that are beyond the economic point of diminishing returns than continue limping along 
with assets and services that reflect poorly upon the park or degrade the overall guest experience.  

2. We will focus on our core business, which is managing the park and preserving the natural resources.   

Our core business is providing public access to public natural resources.  Our core operations are: 

 Providing customer service to park guests and ensuring the safety and security of the park;  
 Providing and managing lodging facilities (lodge, cabin, RV and tent), including facility maintenance 

and housekeeping; 
 Natural resource management and maintenance; 
 Providing and maintaining park trails and features for outdoor recreational activities (hiking, 

bicycling, equestrian, ATV and climbing/rappelling);  
 Facilitating boating and fishing where applicable;  
 Providing interpretive programs that enhance the natural, historic, cultural and recreational 

experience of the park.  

Parks with lodges have additional core operations of restaurant and meeting room management.  

We will focus on outsourcing, reducing or eliminating non-core operations.  
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3. Our strategy is maintain/upgrade rather than grow/expand.   

The diminished state of our assets generally results from a lack of proper maintenance, as described in the 
Background section above.  Mathematically speaking, we have to shrink the number of assets to increase 
the funding per asset, which means we cannot afford to grow.  If faced with the choice of having the entire 
system suffer from too little funding or reducing the number of parks, we will reduce the number of parks.   

4. Park users will contribute a greater share of revenue.   

All parks will implement a use fee for those not paying for lodging (although some parks may still have free 
areas for day use or water access).  We will implement dynamic pricing so that the cost of using assets and 
services increases with desirability and demand.   

5. We will use technology to improve operational efficiency and guest experience.   

We will upgrade all park offices to have access to the State’s secure internal network and high-speed 
broadband internet service.  Handling cash at parks is a significant labor burden and control risk, so we will 
attempt to move to a “cashless” park where all payments are made electronically.  We will move to 
electronic rather than paper records.   

As noted above, there may be decisions at specific parks that are inconsistent with these general philosophies.  
Those inconsistencies will be documented in the park-specific Vision and Fixed Asset Strategy, along with an 
explanation of the inconsistency. 

Asset Strategy 
This section assigns priorities and guides management decisions for various asset classes at the parks.  For each 
asset class, the columns shown are: 

New Do we plan to build new assets of this class in the future? (Yes/No/Case-by-case) 
Shut  Do we plan shut down poor performers or assets currently at less than 50% readiness? 

(Yes/No/Case-by-case) 
Standard The desired standard for assets of this class, either by reference to a park, a generally-

accepted definition, or [SPEC] which means a specification prepared and maintained by 
SPD.  

Capital Impr Capital improvement budget cycle 
 Up means one-time upgrade to move an asset up standard (upgrades per year);  
 Over means spend more than 100% of what’s required to maintain an asset at its current 

level in order to move it to the standard (upgrade% per year is the percentage of all assets 
in the asset class that will be moved to standard with the overage);  

 Even means maintain existing items as they are, with no upgrade to standard 
Ext Cycle Exterior maintenance cycle – the expected exterior life for this asset class 
Int Cycle Interior maintenance cycle 
Infra Cycle infrastructure maintenance cycle 
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Oklahoma State Parks FY2020 Asset Strategy 

Asset New Shut Standard Ext Cycle Int Cycle Infra Cycle Capital Impr 
Lodge N N 3-star Hotel 10 5 20 Up (max 1) 
Lodge Room N N [SPEC]  5 20 Over (15%) 
Cabin C C [SPEC] 15 7 15 Over (15%) 
RV Y N [SPEC] 20 51 30 Even 
Tent Y N [SPEC]  51 30 Over (5%) 
Yurt Y N Osage Hills 15 5 30 Even 
Group Camp N Y Varies 20 7 30 Even 
Shelter C C [SPEC] 20 5 30 Even 
Comfort Sta Y Y [SPEC] 7 5 30 Up/Over (20%) 
Golf N Y Arrowhead 20  20 Even 
Golf CH Y N Arrowhead 20 7 30 Up (max 1) 
Park Office Y N Twin Bridges 20 7 30 Even 
Beach Y N Hummingbird  10 

  
Even 

Restaurant C Y Sequoyah 5 5 15 Up (max 1) 
Swim Pool N Y Osage Hills 20 10 20 Even 
Splash Pad N N Greenleaf 20 

 
30 Even 

Bathhouse N C [SPEC] 20 7 30 Over (5%) 
Picnic -day use Y C [SPEC] 

 
5 30 Over (10%) 

CCC Bldg - N [SPEC] 15 7 30 Up ($ max) 
Maint Bldg C N Varies 20 10 20 Over (15%) 
Residence C Y [SPEC] 10 7 20 Over (15%) 
Hskping Bldg C C Varies 20 10 15 Even 
Floating Dock C Y Thunderbird 15  25 Over (5%) 
Boat Ramp Y C Hickory Flats 

  
30 Over (5%) 

Playground Y C Duke's Forest 15 
 

20 Over (10%) 
Nature Center C N Thunderbird 15 10 30 Over (10%) 
Comm Bldg N N Specs 20 7 30 Over (10%) 
Trails Y N Varies 5   Over (10%) 
Road C C ODOT Specs   25 Even 
Parking Areas Y N ODOT Specs 

  
25 Even 

Dam - -  10  30+ Even 
Forest - -  10   Over (3%) 
Landscape Y N Sequoyah Lodge 15 

 
30 Over (10%) 

Vegetation Y C  15 
 

30+ Even 
Drainage - -  30   Over (3%) 
Vehicle Y Y [SPEC] 120K mi   Up 
Heavy Equip Y Y Varies 15   Over (6%) 
Golf Cart Y Y  3   Even 
Mower Y Y  7   Even 
Greens Mower Y Y  7   Even 
Bunkhouse Y N Murray Design 10 5 30 Even 
Signage Y Y  10 5  Even 

                                                           
1 Amenity/grill replacement cycle 
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Reading the Matrix 
The first two columns describe the big picture vision for an asset class:  whether SPD would build new assets in 
that class and whether it would, generally speaking, shut down assets in that class rather than try to improve 
them.  

Standard is the target for capital allocation.  SPD will spend the capital required to move existing assets to that 
standard and, if applicable, only build new assets that meet the standard.  Capital improvement and 
maintenance cycles will spend the money required to move assets to that standard and ensure they stay there. 

Maintenance cycles are divided into exterior, interior and infrastructure as applicable.  Each cell represents the 
expected life of assets of this class.  Put another way, it’s the number of years SPD expects an asset to go 
between upgrades to standard.  The practical use of these numbers is that they are divided into 100 to give the 
percentage of total assets that need to be upgraded to the latest standard each year.  A 20-year cycle translates 
to 5% of all assets in the class being upgraded to standard each year.  It also guides quality decisions for 
materials and construction methods—they should be designed to last 20 years.  A 3% overage can be 
interpreted as one park per year.   

The capital improvement budget cycle is a series of one-time expenditures required to bring all existing facilities 
marked Up or Over up to standard.  There are five lodges, for example, so after four years there would be no 
need for additional capital improvements because they would all be up to standard (Lake Murray is already at 
standard).  Once they are all at standard, improvement expenditures are no longer required because 
maintenance cycles (Ext, Int and Infra) maintain them at standard.  

Implications 
Prescribing maintenance cycles sets the backbone for capital allocation at the parks.  Theoretically, a park would 
spend whatever money is required in each asset class every year to ensure there is no degradation of utility, plus 
the upgrade money for that asset class shown in the Capital Impr column until all assets in that class are at or 
above standard.   

For practical purposes, it may be better to use more of a “batch” approach, where maintenance and upgrades 
may be batched together for project cost efficiency.  Batching could occur in a variety of ways: 

 within an asset class across the parks – a project to replace cabin siding and windows in a region;  
 across assets classes at a single park – maintain and upgrade an entire RV campground, upgrading all 

sites to standard, resurfacing the road, and managing the surrounding forestry and landscaping;  
 across the state – a bathroom upgrade and replacement project 

For budgeting and planning purposes, it important that the next steps in implementing this strategy is to 

 compile an inventory of assets at every park; 
 determine the approximate state of each asset inventoried; 
 estimate the costs to replace the asset and bring it up to standard;  
 estimate the cost of maintaining the asset at current utility and after upgrade to standard.  
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The summary of those estimates can be used to estimate the total cost to maintain the parks at current utility, 
upgrade to standard, and maintain the parks after upgrade.  Those totals can be broken into annual costs using 
the maintenance cycle and capital improvement strategy shown in the table above.   

State Park Vision 
This section contains management decisions and priorities designed to guide future decisions made at SPD and 
the parks.  Each section describes an abstract category of park operation.   

The Vision works with the Asset Strategy to provide overall guidance in an area, so it is important to understand 
what the Asset Strategy describes because that information is not duplicated here.   

Access 
 Parks will implement use fees (per car per day) collected through PikePass.   
 Parks with multiple access points may consider having one or more access points that do not require 

payment.   

Signage 
 Parks will have uniform highway and entrance signs across the state.   
 Parks will upgrade over time to provide uniform informational signage across the state.   

Lodging 
 Generally speaking, Park funding will favor camping—RVs, tents and yurts—over fixed structures for 

lodging.    
 Modular cabins, Yurts or other tent-like facilities with conditioned space will be an area of focus, 

particularly when cabins are removed.   
 Fixed structure upgrades will attempt to improve energy and water efficiency.   

Comfort Stations 
 Parks that do not have Bureau of Reclamation cost sharing will generally not use CXT-type concrete 

comfort stations except in areas prone to flooding.   
 SPD will work with Oklahoma Correction Industries, design/build contractors and other vendors to 

develop, test and field a durable, high-value, rapidly-installable modular comfort station.   
 We are not going to use pay-per-use facilities.   

Recreation 
 Parks will focus on and invest in trails/features for hiking, bicycling, ATV and climbing/rappelling.   
 Equestrian trail continuation and maintenance will be limited to parks where pay-per-use or volunteer 

work can balance operating and capital costs.   
 Parks will maintain but generally not expand boating and fishing facilities, except at parks on the 

Oklahoma Fishing Trails (although expansion may be done through concessions).   
 Golf and swimming pool operation are not core park activities but, generally speaking, will not be 

abandoned.  They may be outsourced.   
 Access to the equipment needed to use park recreation facilities (e.g., bicycles, ATVs, fishing poles, 

boats, horses) will be outsourced.   
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Concessions and Outsourcing 
 Generally speaking, non-core activities and assets will be outsourced as concessions.   
 SPD will develop a set of standards for grading concessionaires and will include the standards in each 

concession contract.   
 Gift shops and other retail operations will be outsourced where possible.   

Restaurants 
 Restaurants are core operations where there is a lodge, but may still be outsourced.   

Technology 
 SPD (possibly in conjunction with Tourism) will create a park-by-park smartphone app for visitors 

covering facilities, maps, services, reservations, historical/cultural info, events, programs, and 
comments/ ratings.   

 Each park will have a SharePoint site that serves as the employee hub, with areas such as 
communication, training materials, performance reporting and record storage.   

Programming 
 Programming will be emphasized at State Parks and State Natural Heritage Areas rather than recreation 

areas.   
 Programming will educate the public about the need to conserve natural environments within the state 

so that there are examples of flora, fauna, and all species that have a place in Oklahoma.   
 Programming and educational materials will encourage a “leave no trace” philosophy of park use.   

Architecture and Design 
 SPD will develop and use an Architectural Guide that describes an overall tone, look and feel for 

architectural features.  The Guide will address exteriors, interiors, landscape and architectural features.  
This Guide is more of a statement of intent rather than absolute mandate.  Some parks (such as Roman 
Nose) may have a strong architectural identity to be preserved as a historic or cultural feature.  
Generally speaking, however, the Guide will provide the direction for upgrades and new facilities in the 
absence of a compelling reason to the contrary.   

 The Guide will be supplemented by a Standard Materials List for commonly-used materials such as 
flooring, interior and exterior siding, roofing and windows.   

 Generally speaking, architectural features will tend toward a rustic look compatible with the CCC 
architecture and the national park system.   

 Energy efficiency, ease of maintenance and material availability will be areas of focus for standards.  

Marketing and Group Sales 
 Each park will develop a plan for sponsoring seasonal or periodic events to create awareness and 

promote use of a particular aspect of the park (e.g., ATV trails, rock climbing, 5K runs and fishing 
tournaments).   

 Each park will also review the potential for sponsoring an annual event to create awareness and 
promote use similar to FallFest at Robber’s Cave.   

 SPD and Tourism/Marketing Div will create a jointly-staffed Parks Marketing Committee responsible for:  
o developing and implementing a state parks marketing and promotion plan; 
o Creating a brand for state parks and rolling out the brand as appropriate;  
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o Individually configuring the state parks brand to each park’s unique identity, and rolling out that
brand across the parks;

o Implementing and maintaining an active, consistently-branded social media presence for every
park;

o Developing and implementing a merchandising strategy across the parks using the new brand;
 SPD will investigate and, if appropriate, roll out system-wide activities or events that promote specific

park features or appeal to particular interest groups likely to use the parks.  Examples:
o State Park “RV Trails” where RV campers stay at particular parks along the trail, such as the “CCC

Historic Trail” at the CCC parks, or the “Fall Foliage Trail” that moves from park to park from
north to south.  These “Trails” could be even be curated tours with a CCC historian, or naturalist
who explains the foliage.

o The “State Park ATV Instagram Challenge” where ATV riders post pictures at specified park ATV
trails.  SPD would maintain an online album of all the ATV riders who have completed the
challenge and issue some sort of sticker, or free pass to Little Sahara, or something.

Personnel 
 SPD will emphasize to staff member is integral to achieving the strategic elements in core operations

and performance.  Emphasis will be placed on customer service, team work to mission, accountability,
and continued skills training.

 SPD will dedicate appropriate staff resources, identified in the Park Operational Models, to effectively
accomplish processes.

 SPD will develop staff succession plans and dedicate training and development resources to improving
organizational skill and effectiveness.

Natural Resources 
 SPD will manage forests and prairies as a natural resource, using activities such as reforestation and

controlled burning to maintain their health.  Parks will attempt to minimize most invasive species and
manage the population of Eastern Red Cedar (which is invasive but native).

 SPD will work with Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation to manage and protect wildlife in the
parks.

 Generally speaking, water will be conserved as a natural resource and water use will be appropriately
managed depending upon scarcity (e.g., drought tolerating landscaping, storm water capture, etc.).

 We will support and expand our population of pollinator plants to support monarch butterflies on their
migration and as important sources of food for bees and birds.

 Parks will seek to be climate resilient places by encouraging alternative transportation, reduced fuel and
energy consumption, and maintaining tree canopies for cooling.

Advocacy 
 SPD will seek to develop advocates and friend groups who support the SPD purpose and long-term

existence.
 SPD will partner with the Oklahoma State Parks Foundation to expand its visibility and support network.
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Summary 
Oklahoma’s state park system has world-class natural resources, but its degraded park infrastructure and 
improvements will require significant attention for the system as a whole to reach “top ten” status.  This 
degradation has occurred over decades and will most likely require at least a decade of proper funding and 
maintenance to overcome.   

Management’s strategy for the park system is maintain and upgrade existing assets rather than grow and 
expand, and to use a cyclical approach to maintenance and upgrades that prevents further system decline.  
Although this approach changes many existing priorities, it also creates a foundation parks can build upon for 
decades to come.   

In short, this strategy ensures survival of the infrastructure and improvements so that the world-class natural 
resources can shine enough to take our deserved “top ten” spot.   
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Capital Allocation Strategy 

With the recognition that Oklahoma’s state park system has experienced long-term underfunding of 
facilities and equipment maintenance, OTRD management has developed a capital allocation strategy 
that quantifies maintenance and recapitalization requirements for all major assets in the system. Across 
the system, OTRD management has identified approximately $1 billion in assets requiring an annual 
reinvestment of $39.4 million.1 

To develop the strategy, OTRD management completed an asset inventory, calculated what it would 
cost to replace assets, determined standards for each asset category, identified typical maintenance 
cycles for specific assets and used industry metrics to determine appropriate annual maintenance and 
recapitalization investments for each asset type. As a starting point, OTRD management is using 
industry-recognized standard of 2% of an asset’s replacement cost as an annual target for maintenance 
and 2% of replacement cost as an annual target for recapitalization. Maintenance focuses on keeping an 
asset operational through preventative maintenance and repair. Recapitalization focuses on the 
restoration, modernization or replacement of assets to extend or restore their lifecycle. For some asset 
categories, typically those that are guest-facing, management intends to reinvest above the target 
amount in order to accelerate the progress of those assets being brought up to standard. As the agency 
moves forward with this strategy and collects detailed data, capital allocation targets may be adjusted 
to better reflect reinvestment needs, but generally reinvestment will be maintained at the same level in 
order to keep assets at standard over time. 

In addition to identifying appropriate reinvestment levels, OTRD management has also identified several 
asset categories where costs will be reduced through standardized design, in-house construction, 
economies of scale and reduction/redeployment of underutilized assets. Historically, construction costs 
for most building projects have been well above industry standards; future project costs will be 
controlled by analyzing estimates against expected costs established for different asset categories. The 
following paragraphs detail the annual reinvestment requirements for selected asset categories, as well 
as OTRD leadership’s efforts to reduce costs associated with that category. The reinvestment amounts 
for each asset category are targets and actual expenditures in each category will vary from year to year 
as capital projects are implemented.  

Infrastructure Assets: $12.3 million annually 
Dams 
The park system manages five dams for flood control and recreational lakes within the park system. 
Maintenance requirements include periodic clearance of vegetation and trees, whose roots weaken the 
structural integrity of the dam, as well as compaction of dam materials. At a replacement cost of $12.5 
million, annual reinvestment is $500,000 ($250,000 for basic maintenance; $250,000 for capital 
projects). 

 
1 All costs listed reflect 2019 dollars, which will increase with inflation over time. 
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Culverts 
The park system contains 790 culverts, including some historic structures built by the CCC. At a 
replacement cost of $1.6 million, annual reinvestment is $64,148 ($31,600 for basic maintenance; 
$32,548 for capital projects). 

Waste Water Systems 
Waste water systems exist at every park and include over 365,000 feet of sewer lines, over 200 septic 
tanks, 200 lift stations and 122 sewage lagoons. At a replacement cost of $170.6 million, annual 
reinvestment is $6,824,611 ($3,412,306 for basic maintenance; $3,412,306 for capital projects). 

Fresh Water Systems 
Fresh water systems deliver potable water to campsites, cabins, lodges and other buildings. The system 
includes over 560,000 feet of water line, and thousands of spigots, meters, pumps, wells, valves and 
other equipment. At a replacement cost of $67 million, annual reinvestment is $2,678,586 ($1,339,293 
for basic maintenance; $1,339,293 for capital projects). 

Fuel Systems 
The park system manages over 90,000 feet of gas lines, and over 220 fuel tanks. At a replacement cost 
of $1.9 million, annual reinvestment is $412,050 ($201,000 for basic maintenance; $211,050 for capital 
projects). 

Landscaping 
The park system includes a number of areas that are managed naturalized or designed landscapes. 
Naturalized landscapes include areas that may be planted to alleviate erosion issue or for reforestation. 
Designed landscaping includes planting beds around lodges and other park buildings. At a replacement 
cost of $21.6 million, annual reinvestment is $864,000 ($432,000 for basic maintenance; $432,000 for 
capital projects). 

Lodging Assets: $10.9 million annually 
Lodges 
Oklahoma State Parks operates five lodges: Sequoyah, Lake Murray, Lakeview (Beavers Bend), Belle 
Starr (Robbers Cave) and Roman Nose. The age and current condition of the lodges varies widely and 
the agency has established an improvement goal of having all five lodges operate at a three-star hotel 
standard within five fiscal years. The three-star standard includes: 

• Mid-scale amenities for a comfortable, short-term stay.
• Higher quality service, physical attributes and design.
• A designated reception area with 24-hour guest access and staffing.
• A restaurant that is open a minimum of six days a week, serving breakfast and bar snacks, at a

minimum. Lodges without dinner service must be located within a short distance of restaurants
that do offer dinner service.

• A liquor license and an area where alcoholic beverages can be served.
• Room service with a minimum offering of hot/cold beverages and light snacks during the day

and evening.
• WIFI in all rooms and public areas.
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To achieve this goal, the agency intends to bring maintenance and recapitalization expenditures up to 
appropriate levels, as well as invest a modest amount of additional funding in order alleviate the 
compounded effects of decades of deferred maintenance. With a replacement cost of $97.3 million, 
annual reinvestment is $4,279,000 ($1,945,000 for basic maintenance; $2,334,000 for capital projects). 
Currently, only Lake Murray Lodge, a relatively new facility, meets the standard and recapitalization 
efforts will be focused on the other four lodges. 

Cabins 
307 cabins are operated at 13 state parks and include a wide variety of designs, age and conditions, as 
well as a number of historically-significant cabins that were constructed by the Civilian Conservation 
Corps (CCC) during the New Deal era. During the development of the strategy, management identified 
that the agency has historically been overspending on cabin rehabilitation projects when compared to 
the replacement cost of a cabin. In order to alleviate this issue, management is developing a new 
approach where, in cases where renovation costs exceed 50% of replacement cost, seriously degraded 
cabins will be replaced with modular “tiny house”-style units. These tiny house cabins are more quickly 
and easily placed into operation than stick-built cabins, and are designed to complement the rustic style 
of existing structures in the parks. In cases where an existing cabin is historically significant, the 
structure will be renovated and retained, rather than replaced. In extreme cases of degradation, historic 
cabins may be abandoned in place to be used as interpretive assets that tell the history yet are not used 
for lodging. At a replacement cost of $24.3 million, annual reinvestment is $1,042,879 ($485,060 for 
basic maintenance; $557,819 for capital projects). 

Recreational Vehicle (RV) Sites 
2,859 RV sites are operated at 32 state parks. A standard RV site includes a parking pad, 50 AMP electric 
service, sewer hookup and site amenities such as a picnic table, grill and fire ring.  Many RV sites 
currently do not include sewer access or 50 AMP service and must be upgraded to meet the standard 
expected by modern RV users. At a replacement cost of $77.8 million, annual reinvestment is 
$3,112,441 ($1,556,221 for basic maintenance; $1,556,221 for capital projects). 

Tent Sites 
1,925 tent sites are operated at 32 state parks. A standard tent site includes a picnic table, fire ring, grill, 
lantern holder, associated hardscaping/landscaping and signage. At a replacement cost of $19.3 million, 
annual reinvestment is $789,250 ($385,000 for basic maintenance; $404,250 for capital projects). 

Specialty Lodging 
29 specialty lodging units are operated at seven state parks. Specialty lodging includes lake huts, yurts, 
teepees and covered wagons. At a replacement cost of $2.3 million, annual reinvestment is $91,640 
($45,820 for basic maintenance; $45,820 for capital projects). 

Group Camp Cabins 
158 group camp cabins are operated at 11 state parks. The park system’s 16 group camps cater to 
community groups and large family gatherings and typically include communal bath and dining facilities. 
Group camp cabins are typically simpler in design than individual cabins and do not include bathrooms 
or kitchens. At a replacement cost of $11.9 million, annual reinvestment is $474,000 ($237,000 for basic 
maintenance; $237,000 for capital projects). 
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Bunkhouses 
The system includes two bunkhouses at two state parks. Bunkhouses are specialized lodging associated 
with lodges and contain group-style lodging accommodation. At a replacement cost of $7 million, annual 
reinvestment is $280,000 ($140,000 for basic maintenance; $140,000 for capital projects). 

Hard Surface Assets: $4.8 million annually 
Roads and Parking Areas 
Oklahoma State Parks is responsible for the maintenance of 206 miles of roads and 5.6 million square 
feet of parking areas. This pavement represents a substantial capital investment and Parks management 
is currently exploring options to reduce maintenance costs through system-wide contracts, in-house 
maintenance and interlocal agreements. At a replacement cost of $57.8 million, annual reinvestment is 
$2,905,193 ($1,452,596 for basic maintenance; $1,452,596 for capital projects). 

Bridges 
The park system includes 156 bridges of varying sizes and age, including historic bridges constructed by 
the CCC. At a replacement cost of $41.1 million, annual reinvestment is $1,669,600 ($822,463 for basic 
maintenance; $847,137 for capital projects). 

Park Use Assets: $3.8 million annually 
Shelters 
There are 210 shelters in the park system. A standard shelter includes a 20’x 20’ concrete pad with a 
roof structure, four picnic tables, four grills and two trash receptacles and is used by larger groups of 
visitors. At a replacement cost of $4 million, annual reinvestment is $158,600 ($79,300 for basic 
maintenance; $79,300 for capital projects). 

Comfort Stations 
There are 239 comfort stations in the park system. Comfort stations contain restroom facilities for men 
and women and may include shower facilities. Historically, the agency has expended approximately 
$300,000 for replacement of a restroom facility. At that cost, the agency would need to spend $2.9 
million annually to properly maintain them. OTRD management has designed a more cost-effective, 
modular comfort station that will cost approximately $54,000 to construct. At a replacement cost of 
$12.9 million, annual reinvestment is $567,864 ($258,120 for basic maintenance; $309,744 for capital 
projects). 

Pit/Vault Toilets 
The park system has 29 pit or vault toilets, which are similar to comfort stations but are not connected 
to a sewer system. OTRD management intends to utilize the same modular design for pit/vault toilets as 
will be used for comfort stations. At a replacement cost of $1.6 million, annual reinvestment is $71,775 
($32,625 for basic maintenance; $39,150 for capital projects). 

Bathhouses 
The park system has 24 bathhouses. Bathhouses are larger versions of comfort stations with additional 
shower facilities. At a replacement cost of $2.6 million, annual reinvestment is $114,048 ($51,840 for 
basic maintenance; $62,208 for capital projects). 
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Restaurant 
The park system includes one stand-alone restaurant; others are either leased concessions or are 
located inside of a lodge. OTRD management has established a replacement cost and target 
reinvestment amount based on industry metrics for commercial restaurants. At a replacement cost of 
$19 million, annual reinvestment is $19,527 ($8,876 for basic maintenance; $10,651 for capital projects). 

Nature Centers 
Oklahoma State Parks operates 12 nature centers. The centers provide interpretive programming to 
educate park visitors about the natural environment of the state’s ecoregions, as well as provide 
interactive learning opportunities. At a replacement cost of $11.8 million, annual reinvestment is 
$473,263 ($236,000 for basic maintenance; $260,294 for capital projects). 

Community Buildings 
Oklahoma State Parks operates 37 community buildings throughout the system. Community Buildings 
provide meeting space for large groups and often include a commercial kitchen and restrooms. At a 
replacement cost of $21.7 million, annual reinvestment is $911,395 ($433,998 for basic maintenance; 
$477,397 for capital projects). 

Day Use/Picnic Sites 
The system includes 940 day use sites, which typically provide a picnic table on a concrete pad, a 
charcoal grill, and a shared trash receptacle. These buildings serve as operations centers for 
maintenance activities and provide equipment storage space. At a replacement cost of $2.8 million, 
annual reinvestment is $115,620 ($ 56,400 for basic maintenance; $59,220 for capital projects). 

Playgrounds and Sports Facilities 
84 playgrounds and 88 sports facilities are used in the park system. System playgrounds provide simple 
equipment such as swing sets and slides. Sports facilities include tennis courts, basketball courts, 
baseball fields, volleyball courts and horseshoe courts. At a replacement cost of $15.1 million, annual 
reinvestment is $623,301 ($301,150 for basic maintenance; $322,151 for capital projects). 

Signage 
The park system includes 1,546 signs of varying sizes, age and complexity of design. Park management 
has allocated additional capital to signage in order to upgrade all park entrance signs to an established 
standard within the next two fiscal years. At a replacement cost of $3.4 million, annual reinvestment is 
$204,072 ($68,024 for basic maintenance; $136,048 for capital projects). 

Recreation Assets: $3.7 million annually 
Swimming Pools and Splash Pads 
Oklahoma State Parks operates 11 swimming pools and two splash pads.  Swimming pools vary in size, 
age and complexity of design, and also include some historic pools that were constructed by the CCC. 
Splash pads are relatively new to the park system and include water-based play equipment, but typically 
exclude deep water. At a replacement cost of $7.8 million, annual reinvestment is $312,000 ($156,000 
for basic maintenance; $156,000 for capital projects). 
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Beaches 
The park system operates 11 swimming beaches. Beaches may include a manmade or natural sandy area 
and cleared water area and typically include safety equipment such as buoys and lifesaving gear. At a 
replacement cost of $1.9 million, annual reinvestment is $80,850 ($38,500 for basic maintenance; 
$42,350 for capital projects). 

Barns and Stables 
34 barns and stables are used across the system to provide horse riding activities that are operated 
through lease concessions. At a replacement cost of $1.4 million, annual reinvestment is $56,668 
($28,334 for basic maintenance; $28,334 for capital projects). 

Floating Docks, Marina Slips and Boat Ramps 
Oklahoma State Parks manages 102 floating docks, 10 marina slip structures and 93 boat ramps. Floating 
docks typically are used as fishing piers or as courtesy boat docks. Marina slips are located at two 
marinas operated by Oklahoma State Parks. All other marinas are operated as lease concessions. At a 
replacement cost of $20.4 million, annual reinvestment is $854,533 ($407,520 for basic maintenance; 
$447,013 for capital projects). 

Trails 
The park system operates 415 miles of trails. Trails include hiking, biking, ATV, equestrian and other 
specialized trails. At a replacement cost of $53.1 million, annual reinvestment is $2,231,040 ($1,062,400 
for basic maintenance; $1,062,400 for capital projects).  

Operations Assets: $2.4 million annually 
Office 
The park system includes 52 office structures, which are primarily used as visitor centers and staff 
offices for the parks. At a replacement cost of $19 million, annual reinvestment is $758,077 ($379,038 
for basic maintenance; $379,038 for capital projects). 

Maintenance, Housekeeping and Storage Buildings 
234 maintenance, housekeeping and storage buildings of varying sizes are used in the park system. 
These buildings serve as operations centers for maintenance activities and provide equipment storage 
space. Housekeeping buildings provide space for laundry services and storage for housekeeping 
supplies. At a replacement cost of $23.1 million, annual reinvestment is $975,741 ($462,427 for basic 
maintenance; $513,314 for capital projects). 

Residence 
The park system includes 62 residences of varying sizes and age, which provide housing for park 
managers and rangers. At a replacement cost of $9.6 million, annual reinvestment is $411,444 
($191,369 for basic maintenance; $220,075 for capital projects). 

Equipment Assets: $0.9 million annually 
Vehicles 
The park system manages over 400 cars, trucks, vans, trailers, boats and ATVs. At a replacement cost of 
$10.8 million, annual reinvestment is $440,325 ($215,138 for basic maintenance; $225,187 for capital 
projects). 
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Heavy Equipment 
162 pieces of heavy equipment are managed in the park system, including tractors, backhoes, brush 
hogs and other similar equipment and attachments. At a replacement cost of $10.5 million, annual 
reinvestment is $433,836 ($210,600 for basic maintenance; $223,236 for capital projects). 

Mowers 
The park system utilizes over 100 mowers to maintain campgrounds and other public spaces. At a 
replacement cost of $1.8 million, annual reinvestment is $70,901 ($35,450 for basic maintenance; 
$35,450 for capital projects). 

Golf Assets: $0.6 million annually 
Irrigation Systems 
The park system includes six 18-hole courses and one nine-hole course, each with a complex irrigation 
system. At a replacement cost of $6.5 million, annual reinvestment is $360,000 ($130,000 for basic 
maintenance; $130,000 for capital projects). 

Golf Cart Paths 
22.1 miles of golf cart paths serve the system’s seven golf courses. A standard golf cart path is 5 feet 
wide and paved with asphalt. At a replacement cost of $2.3 million, annual reinvestment is $91,085 
($45,543 for basic maintenance; $45,543 for capital projects). 

Clubhouse 
The park system includes eight golf clubhouses, which serve as the golf course pro shops and offices. A 
standard golf clubhouse includes locker rooms and office, concession and/or retail spaces. OTRD 
management has established a target square foot cost, based on industry data, that reduces expected 
costs by 42% over historical costs. At a replacement cost of $4.4 million, annual reinvestment is 
$187,500 ($88,235 for basic maintenance; $99,265 for capital projects). 

Golf Carts 
245 carts are used at system golf courses, as well as for transporting guests at some lodges and cabins. 
At a replacement cost of $477,750, annual reinvestment is $19,110 ($9,555 for basic maintenance; 
$9,555 for capital projects). 

Greens Mowers 
The park system utilizes 62 specialized mowers at the seven golf courses. At a replacement cost of $2.1 
million, annual reinvestment is $82,391 ($41,195 for basic maintenance; $41,195 for capital projects). 

Allocated Amounts 
The following services were not specific to any one category and were allocated across the other groups: 

Historic Preservation, Design Services and Contingency 
Most capital projects will require architectural, engineering and other design services. In addition, the 
park system’s 229 historic structures will likely require increased funding to cover the costs of 
preservation. The Capital Allocation Strategy includes an annual amount of $3.2 million to address these 
project-related costs. 
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LOFT’s comments on the response from the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation 
Department 
As part of LOFT’s protocol, agencies are granted the opportunity to respond to the evaluation report 
and findings. For this rapid response program evaluation, LOFT examined the Oklahoma State Parks 
Division of the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department (OTRD) to determine, in part, the 
economic feasibility of the state park system. 

Portions of OTRD’s response warrant further clarification and correction, which will be addressed. With 
this response LOFT seeks to address questions of fact, and not differences of opinion. 

Scope of Project and Evaluation Process 

Rapid Response program evaluations are limited in scope but not depth. Over the course of several 
months, LOFT researched both state and federal regulations, evaluated the agency’s budget and 
expenditures, conducted fieldwork that included visiting selected state parks, observed agency staff 
involved with promotional, financial, and operational roles for the agency, examined data provided by 
the agency, submitted eight requests for clarification to the agency, and examined other states’ 
programs as a point of comparison and to identify opportunities for Oklahoma’s park system. 

The scope of this evaluation primarily sought to examine the financial feasibility of State parks. OTRD 
takes issue with the original title of the evaluation request, which was not reflective of the scope or 
objectives set by the Legislative Oversight Committee. LOFT acknowledged this and adjusted the title 
accordingly. OTRD’s response later accurately describes the scope of the evaluation, as well as the 
objectives. Additionally, OTRD is currently undertaking the economic impact analysis described in its 
response, and LOFT does not seek to duplicate work. 

OTRD rejects several claims made within the report but does not provide data substantiating this 
rejection. OTRD asserts LOFT’s findings are “invalid in reasoning” due to LOFT using data and 
information provided by the agency. Additionally, OTRD claims that LOFT did not change the report 
after receiving some clarifications from the agency at the exit conference. While no new data was 
provided at or following the meeting, LOFT did make several adjustments to the report based on 
feedback provided by the agency, a summary of which was provided to OTRD. The only new 
documentation presented by OTRD at the exit conference was the agency’s undated Capital Asset 
Management Plan. As LOFT states on page 13 of the report, full implementation of the Plan “will likely 
result in more accurate asset valuations and maintenance costs.”  

Throughout its response, OTRD cites data points without contextualizing the data, such as providing 
the collections from the parking pass without including the period the collections encompass and 
providing a total of survey responses but not providing the period from which the responses were 
received. The accuracy of OTRD’s data cannot be verified without relevant context. 
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LOFT’s response to claims of inaccuracy within report: 

Finding 1: Improperly Valued Assets are Driving OTRD’s Request for $19.3 Million in Increased 
Funding 

1. OTRD states the asset data provided to LOFT was intended to be a “summary level view” of the 
park system and not intended for individual asset evaluation. This data was provided to LOFT in 
response to a request for all capital assets, along with their respective accumulated depreciation 
and book value, per park. LOFT received no indication that the data provided by the agency was 
incomplete or inaccurate during the evaluation or at the exit conference. The data provided is the 
data used by the agency in developing its funding requests, including the current request for a 
$19.3 funding increase. 
 

2. OTRD states that proper industry guidelines were used in determining the estimated cost of assets. 
However, The Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) defines capital assets as including 
the following (emphasis added):  

…land, improvements to land, easements, buildings, building improvements, vehicles, 
machinery, equipment, works of art and historical treasures, infrastructure, and all other 
tangible or intangible assets that are used in operations and that have initial useful lives 
extending beyond a single reporting period.1 

As such, the cost of renovations should be included in any cost estimates for assets. 
In addition, the AICPA defines replacement cost as the following (emphasis added): 

“…the current cost of a similar new asset having the nearest equivalent utility to the asset 
being valued.”2  

OTRD acknowledges the relationship between replacement cost and maintenance estimates, as its 
methodology for determining annual maintenance costs is derived by calculating a percentage of 
the total replacement cost of all assets. Therefore, increasing the utility of an asset through 
renovations inherently increases estimated maintenance costs projected by the agency. 

3. At the onset of the evaluation, LOFT requested all documents used in the agency’s decision making. 
However, the Capital Asset Management Plan was first presented at the exit conference. OTRD 
informed LOFT that the Plan was developed in 2019, and the full-time employee responsible for 
executing the plan was hired in December 2021. 
 

4. OTRD states that LOFT’s report incorrectly leads the reader to believe that OTRD has not adopted 
standards for effective resource management and cites the agency’s adoption of guiding principles. 
While these guidelines may exist, LOFT observed no evidence the agency is using them. 

 
5. OTRD’s response includes a revision of a statement previously made by the agency regarding its 

priorities if faced with what it considers underfunding. This statement, which replaces the word 
“parks” with “assets,” does not appear in the agency's 2020 Strategic Plan, which is the most 
current plan available, nor any other document observed by LOFT. As cited in LOFT's report, the 

 
1 GASB Statement 34, Paragraph 19 
2 American Institute of Certified Public Accounts, International Valuation Glossary, Dec. 14, 2020. 

https://www.gasb.org/jsp/GASB/GASBContent_C/ProjectPage%26cid=1176173270952
https://us.aicpa.org/content/dam/aicpa/interestareas/forensicandvaluation/resources/standards/downloadabledocuments/56175896-international-valuation-glossary-business-valuation-dec14-2020.pdf
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following statement is quoted verbatim from OTRD’s 2020 Strategic Plan: “If faced with the choice 
of having the entire system suffer from too little funding or reducing the number of parks, we will 
reduce the number of parks.” The source of this statement appears on Page 9 of OTRD's 2020 
Strategic Plan. A copy of the Plan is included as Appendix J of the report. 

 
6. OTRD states it “is confident that its asset valuation is a conservative estimate.” Due to a lack of 

data, it is impossible to determine whether maintenance cost estimates are over-estimated or 
under-estimated. GAO standards speak to the value of proper asset valuation. 

Finding 2: Parks’ Investment Strategy is Negatively Impacting the Parks System’s Financial Feasibility 

7. In its response, OTRD claims that “the goal of State Parks is not to be self-sufficient.” LOFT does not 
recommend that self-sufficiency be a goal of the State Park system, but rather notes policy 
discussions about whether “individual parks can or should be self-sustainable.” OTRD also rejects 
LOFT’s breakeven analysis as a measure of sustainability, partially due to OTRD being a “subsidized 
agency of Oklahoma.” LOFT used this methodology to identify impacts of the agency’s decision-
making regarding investments. LOFT factored the agency’s state appropriations into the analysis, as 
described in Appendix A.  
 

8. OTRD states it was legislatively required to spend “at least” $3 million on the Quartz Mountain 
Lodge after it was returned to OTRD. As a point of clarification, SB 1941 stated that net proceeds in 
“the amount of $3 million” were to be dedicated to the lodge. OTRD also incorrectly states that 
LOFT excluded from its analysis expenditures on Quartz Mountain. The only analysis within LOFT’s 
report that excludes Quartz Mountain is the breakeven analysis, as described in Appendix A. The 
purpose of excluding these expenditures was to assess the impact of management’s spending 
strategy outside of Legislative requirements. Including Quartz Mountain expenditures would 
increase the number of visitors needed to break even to 17.6 million people, an increase of one 
million visitors. 

 
9. In its response, OTRD asserts that LOFT’s inclusion of the $5.97 million spent on food and catering 

by OTRD is “misleading and misinformed,” and claims that only $26,001 was spent on this category. 
OTRD’s response recognizes it did not accurately account for these expenditures, but LOFT cannot 
determine which expenditures were not accurately recorded as food or food services. LOFT 
included all expenditures under account code 536170, which is the state’s account code for food 
and catering. Footnote 37 of the report notes the amount that OTRD claims was spent on actual 
food. Also included on page 15 is an excerpt from the Statewide Accounting Manual describing the 
appropriate expenditures that fall within this account code. 

 
10. In its response, OTRD states that other agency funds were combined with the $48.6 million bond 

issuance. LOFT interprets this statement as explanation for the difference between the cost 
estimates and the contractor budget and has updated the report to reflect this. 

 
11. OTRD refutes LOFT’s assessment of rate of spending to rate of attendance. LOFT evaluated current 

and ongoing challenges, which include the pace of expenditures against visitation. 
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12. In its response, OTRD asserts that LOFT’s presentation of maintenance and recapitalization costs as 
a percentage of the agency’s budget is “biased.” OTRD also contends that LOFT should have 
factored in the park systems’ deferred maintenance needs. Due to the agency’s lack of data 
regarding accurate asset valuations, LOFT presented maintenance needs on the basis of the 
agency’s budget to adequately describe the scope of the issue to legislators.  
 

13. OTRD asserts that LOFT’s references to the agency’s strategy to consider closing State Parks is 
“outdated,” and that OTRD has since updated its plan. OTRD has not provided LOFT with any 
documentation reflecting this new strategy. LOFT accurately cites the strategy that was stated by 
the agency at the onset of the evaluation and substantiated in writing through its plan. 

 
14. OTRD contends that replacing an old asset with a new asset is not adding assets. As previously 

established, a new asset has a greater replacement cost and increases overall assets and 
maintenance. As shown in Appendix H, OTRD has significantly increased expenditures for 
engineering costs ($20 million) and building and renovation costs ($27 million). The expenditure 
coding does not differentiate between which expenditures are for new construction as opposed to 
renovations.  

 
15. OTRD claims restaurants at state parks have “intrinsic value” to the parks and customers. OTRD 

also states that since November 2021, it received 37 negative visitor feedback comments regarding 
the unavailability of a restaurant. LOFT’s review of visitor feedback data provided by OTRD reflects 
restaurants are not a strong factor in visitors’ decision-making regarding parks. Additionally, using 
information provided by OTRD, LOFT found that less than one percent of all survey respondents 
provided negative feedback due to unavailability of restaurants. OTRD’s response states it agrees 
with “the survey data provided by LOFT.” As a point of clarification, the survey data used in LOFT’s 
report is from a 2017 Sooner Poll that was commissioned by OTRD. 

Finding 3: Oklahoma’s Diverse Park System can be Improved by Aligning Spending to Purpose 

16. In its response, OTRD provides examples of other states’ dedicated funding sources and fees. 
LOFT’s report did not include a review of potential new sources of funding, instead evaluating how 
current funds are being prioritized. 
 

17. OTRD states that LOFT overlooked the Consumer Price Index (CPI) when presenting the agency’s 
budget. In its response, OTRD presents CPI adjusted figures for its appropriations. It is LOFT’s 
standard practice to present unadjusted, historical appropriations data. Through the annual budget 
process, agencies have the ability to reflect any external factors affecting appropriations. 
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Agency LOFT Response 
The economic impact question initially requested by the Legislature was not answered 
by the Legislative Office of Fiscal Transparency (LOFT) report. An economic impact 
provides the direct financial result of visitor spending at a tourism destination, 
attraction, or event in terms of sales tax and income tax revenues to the state and to 
the local community. A valid report would also include the items below: 

 State Park‐related travel and recreation impacts, by both Oklahoma residents and out‐
of‐state visitors, focusing on sales, employment, earnings, and tax receipts generated by 
these travelers. 

 Distribution of economic impacts throughout the state (by county and/or regional 
basis). 

 National or regional level research on state park‐related travel to draw attention to the 
magnitude of the activity in terms of overall significance for the local communities and 
the state’s economy. For example, a 2008 economic impact analysis completed by 
Oklahoma State University found that: 

o Every $1 of revenue generated in state parks contributed $2.03 to the state 
economy 

o Every $1 paid in state park payroll contributed $1.35 to the state economy 
o Every $1 spent on state parks’ operations contributed $1.62 to the state 

economy 
o Every job added at state parks contributed 1.27 jobs to the state economy, and 
o The total economic impact of the park system was $39.4 million in revenue, 

$19.7 million in payroll, $18.4 million in operating expenditures and 840 jobs. 
 Analyze the spending made by visitors to the Oklahoma State Parks for lodging, 

restaurant services, conference, recreation activities, retail purchases, and 
transportation. Some of this spending occurs in the park itself, while a good portion will 
be spent in neighboring communities. 

 Direct impacts include not only these travel‐generated sales, but also earnings, 
employment and state and local tax receipts. 

Instead of an economic impact analysis as requested by the Legislature, the LOFT report 
was biased and leaves the reader to believe the agency is wasteful with capital spend, 
lacks due diligence in capital planning, and does not place ownership on all parties 
involved. OTRD completely rejects these claims. The report was absent of additional 
detail due to the lack of thorough investigation from LOFT. The findings were invalid in 
reasoning because LOFT only used initial data and did not seek clarification or additional 
resources in many instances. The information that was clarified in the exit conference, 
did not change the LOFT data or tone of the report.  
 
Unfortunately, the rapid response methodology did not provide a valuable report for 
Legislative or Agency consideration. The Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation 
Department (OTRD) is currently contracting with industry professionals to prepare a 
current economic impact analysis report for the Oklahoma State Parks.  
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Original LOFT Scope Description 
Provide an overview of and examine the staffing levels, revenues, and overall 
economic feasibility of the state’s parks. Identify challenges associated with the current 
operation of state parks, as well as national or regional best practices that could be 
implemented in Oklahoma. Identify organizational and policy options that the 
Legislature may consider regarding how Oklahoma operates its state park system. 
Evaluation Objectives 
LOFT will provide a comprehensive and dimensional understanding of the drivers of 
park profitability, the economic feasibility of the system, and the cost structure of 
current operations. This evaluation will be guided by four questions within the scope set 
forth by the Legislative Oversight Committee:  

1. What is the overall fiscal feasibility of the state park system? 
2. What are challenges associated with the current operation of state parks? 
3. What are national or regional best practices that could be implemented in Oklahoma? 
4. What are organizational and policy options that the Legislature may consider regarding 

how Oklahoma operates its state park system? 

Summary 
Over the past ten years, agency leadership’s efforts and focus were not directed at State 
Parks. Instead, Travel Promotions was the primary focus. With this form of benign 
leadership, the State Park leadership, processes, and capital infrastructure deteriorated 
even further. Beginning April 1, 2019, the agency began to reform the state parks 
system under the leadership of Director Winchester. With his astute direction, the State 
Parks began a turn around by seeking efficiencies, process improvement, and furthering 
financial consolidation. 
 
Finding 1: Improperly Valued Assets are Driving OTRD’s Request for $19.3M in 
Increased Funding 
The agency partially agrees with the finding. The original FY2020 Strategic Document 
utilized by LOFT was intended to be a summary level view of the park system and not 
intended for individual asset evaluation. Proper industry guidelines were used in 
determining the estimated cost of assets including General Service Administration 
(GSA) guidelines, RS Means, real world project examples, industry experts, and OTRD’s 
extensive knowledge of the park system. OTRD acknowledges that this is a monumental 
undertaking, and it will take time to have a full asset program. OTRD began 
implementing its Capital Asset Management Program (CAMP) following asset 
management principles established by the GSA and adopted at the State level by the 
State of Oklahoma Long‐Range Capital Planning Commission. Program elements 
include: 

 Establishing an agency Senior Asset Officer 
 Establishing property‐level asset officers 
 Improving staff proficiency in facilities management through professional development 

and improved technology 
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 Establishing a computerized maintenance management system to track facility and 
equipment inventories, capital investments, maintenance requirements and risk 
management data (OMES’ Unifier project) 

 Establishing consistent and recurring asset inventory and valuation processes 
 Establishing benchmarks and performance measures for facilities and major equipment 

OTRD provided LOFT the CAMP guidance document at the exit conference. 
 
LOFT’s thorough detail of the Government Accountability Office (GAO) guidelines for 
effective resource management leads the reader to believe OTRD has not adopted 
standards when, in fact, OTRD adopted the Long‐Range Capital Planning Commission’s 

Guiding Principles for Real Property Asset Management, which are based on standards 

established by the federal General Services Administration (GSA). 
 
OTRD is confident that its asset valuation is a 
conservative estimate due to inflation and 
cost of current construction projects. OTRD 
revised the statement of full park closures as 
stated in the LOFT report. OTRD’s stance has 
been, and continues to be, that the park 
system’s assets must be balanced with the 
amount of funding available to properly 
maintain those assets, which includes 
reducing the number of assets managed by 
the agency if adequate funding cannot be 
obtained. 
 
Valued industry partners of OTRD, provided a rough estimate for completion of an asset 
evaluation which included management, support services, site visits, appraisals, 
photography, building use & definitions, and civil & title review at a cost of $850K to 
$1.25M and estimated to take 14 to 16 months to conclude. 
 
The FY23 budget request was the final effort made by OTRD after years of interim 
studies and budget hearings where the agency made the Legislature aware of the need 
to balance assets with the amount of funding provided for maintaining those assets. 
OTRD engaged in several reforms and efforts to increase its revenue before seeking 
additional funding from the Legislature. The decision to request an increase of such 
magnitude was not taken lightly. OTRD is confident that the submitted budget request 
reflects the agency needs for capital maintenance and repair.  
 
OTRD and the Department of Transportation (ODOT) are currently in discussions 
regarding the statutory requirement for paving the State Parks. ODOT is a trusted 
partner to OTRD and both agencies look forward to working together to improve the 
parks system. OTRD acknowledges the importance of statewide road maintenance  
 

“If faced with the choice of 

having the entire system suffer 

from too little funding or 

reducing the number of ASSETS, 

we will reduce the number of 

ASSETS.” 

Source: Oklahoma State Parks Division, Strategic Plan 
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Finding 2: Parks’ Investment Strategy is Negatively Impacting the Parks System's 
Financial Feasibility 

Self Sufficiency 
The goal of the State Parks is not to be self‐sufficient. An informed metric is to properly 
manage the loss per visitor at each location. Past leadership responsible for OTRD 
presented the self‐sufficiency metric without proper knowledge of business operations 
and without setting an acceptable level of self‐sufficiency. Without these perimeters, 
the concept of a self‐sufficient state park system has grown beyond a reasonable scope.  
 
The LOFT analysis of number of visitors to validate expenditures appears to be based on 
a breakeven methodology. However, OTRD fully accepts that we are a subsidized agency 
of Oklahoma and rejects this finding. In addition, the concept of self‐sufficiency is easily 
distorted by supressing expenditures to manipulate the sustainability of the parks. This 
resulted in an extremely deteriorated utility of the parks system to meet the standards 
of flawed metrics. 
 
In addition, the statement, “Oklahoma’s state park system is moving further away from 
financial self‐sufficiency due to Parks’ strategy and resulting expenditures related to 
asset acquisition” is inaccurate, misleading, and misinformed due to LOFT’s lack of 
understanding of capital acquisitions versus repair and replacement practices the 
agency has adopted. The LOFT report assumes that FY21 spend will continue and does 
not accept these costs as a necessity to save the State Park assets from the hospice type 
care they have been plagued with for the past three decades. The bond debt service and 
capital funding the agency utilized in the past one to two years were necessary to save 
multiple assets from further degradation. The agency was also mandated by the 
Legislature in 2020 SB 1941 to spend at least $3M on the Quartz Mountain Lodge when 
it was returned to OTRD. Excluding Quartz Mountain and the required expenditures in 
the LOFT report is again misleading and an inappropriate reporting narrative. 
 
Restaurant 
OTRD fully rejects the comments regarding the restaurant vendor. LOFT was provided 
with the restaurant vendor contract and two amendments. The second amendment 
includes the one time increase for the first year of operations. The statement, “Parks 
spent $5.97 million on food and catering services in FY21” is again misleading and 
misinformed. A reasonable duty to follow up or seek clarification was not present in this 
finding. The actual amount spend for food and catering (account code 536170) was 
only $26,001 in FY21. Other charges on this account code included a management fee, 
construction costs, and deficit reimbursement to the restaurant vendor all of which was 
specified in the contract. OTRD admits to the erroneous use of the account code. FY22 
expenditures will be corrected.  
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Expenditures on Assets 
The bond issuance of $48.6M was combined with other 
agency funding to fulfill the desired list of agency 
projects. OTRD was not asked for clarification on this 
matter from LOFT. 
 
The LOFT report assessed the past expenditures for 
capital at greater length than planned capital projects. 
Legislative mandates for specific spend at Quartz per 
the bond covenant are also not addressed in the 
finding but are vital to the current state of the parks. A 
reasonable review of capital spend cannot exclude 
Quartz Mountain but include the bond issuance 
without regards to the relationship between the two. 
 
The bond project plan provided to LOFT includes 22 locations and addresses lodges, 
restrooms, cabins, infrastructure, group camps, RV/camping, building repairs, and pools.  
LOFT claims the “investments in purchasing, constructing, and renovating buildings and 
purchasing equipment is outpacing growth in attendance” but does not consider the 
lack of past investment to maintain the system. The lack of proper funding and the 
constantly deteriorating assets resulted in the need for increased funding in the past 
two fiscal years. In addition, the FY15 to FY17 expenditures were granted by the 
Legislature to rebuild Lake Murray Lodge from use of an OTRD Revolving fund per 74 
O.S. § 2276.1. 
 

The duty to maintain state assets is not exclusively dependent on the number of 
visitors. Asset maintenance is a responsibility of the agency to the citizens of 

Oklahoma. 
 
Parks’ Annual Maintenance and Recapitalization Strategy Requires Significant Additional 
Funding 
OTRD agrees with the statement. The maintenance and recapitalization of State Parks 
does require significant additional funding however the State Park system has been 
underfunded for decades. Basing the percent increase in budget on an under funded 
system is biased and skews the intentions of the State Parks. 
 
The statement, “consider closing State Parks” is outdated and LOFT did not adequately 
adjust the report after the exit conference. The agency revised its plan to close assets 
within State Parks instead of entire facilities.  
 
OTRD denies the claim that the agency is adding a significant amount of facilities. For 
example, the new bathrooms being installed across the state are replacements of failing 
and deteriorated bathrooms. This is a replacement and not a new asset. 
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Parks’ Strategy Does Not Align with Customer Data 
OTRD welcomed the increased visitation in 2020 due to the pandemic but is realistic 
about the retention of this increase. However, OTRD expects some residual increase to 
remain. During the pandemic, OTRD initiated the capital plan and increased capital 
spend to become a Top Ten State Park system. The residual increase in visitation is due 
to two components: the pandemic and capital spend.  

 
OTRD agrees with the survey data provided by LOFT. The same results are apparent in 
our own survey data. OTRD’s customer satisfaction survey includes over 42,000 
responses. OTRD actively monitors the survey results, follows up with customers with 
questions or concerns, and statistically analyses the data provided. The OTRD survey 
responses indicated that the top and most important amenities and activities were 
camping (including RV, cabin, yurt, tent) with 4,222 responses, hiking/walking/running 
with 2,842 responses, solitude/relaxation with 2,584 responses, and dog walking with 
2,804 responses.  
 
The LOFT report did not take into consideration the intrinsic value the restaurant 
provides to the state park and our customers. Group bookings, events, family reunions, 
and other similar activities depend on the restaurant vendor to provide food and 
catering services. OTRD received 37 negative survey comments due to the unavailability 
of the restaurant since November 1, 2021. It is a vital, value‐added service to the state 
park system.  
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In addition to survey data, OTRD 
analyzed revenue data to prioritize and 
validate capital spend. The graph below 
shows the FY21 revenue breakdown by 
type of accommodation. Cabins, RV 
Semi, Lodge, and RV Semi Premium 
were the highest sales totaling 
$15.34M which aligns with the capital 
spend projects and mandates by the 
Legislature. The capital plan included 
Lodge, Cabins, and RV renovations 
totaling $35M as of December 2021. It 
is a realistic indicator that the most 
expensive assets (lodge and cabins) 
would take the most funding to 
renovate, upgrade, and maintain.  
  
Finding 3: Oklahoma’s Diverse Park System can be Improved by Aligning Spending 
to Purpose 
One of the current strategies of Oklahoma State Parks is to improve assets and increase 
financial feasibility, but this does not override the statutory mission of the agency of 
which the State Parks Division is fully aware. The House and Senate Bills in the 2022 
Legislative Session are the proper method of extending additional Legislative control 
and oversight of the agency. OTRD works closely with Legislative staff to provide fiscal 
impacts and information regarding proposed bills as requested.  
 
Oklahoma Park Access – Parking Pass Program 
OTRD implemented the Parking Pass program in 
June 2020 with an introductory/educational 
period extending through February 2021 to give 
customers time to adjust and become familiar 
with the program. Enforcement of the program 
began in March 2021.  
 
While the LOFT report highlights one negative 
comment about the affordability of Parking 
Pass, OTRD has received positive comments as 
well.  
 
Improvements funded by the Parking Pass Program include boat ramp repairs, vault 
toilets, picnic tables, playgrounds, pool repairs, parking lot lighting for public safety, 

building updates and repairs, land surveys, and site development. 
 
   

“Thanks!  We got our yearly parking 

passes for both vehicles because we 

intend to continue to use the state park 

system!” 

“The person at the camp office was 

extremely friendly and helpful and 

signed my husband up for the free 

veterans annual parking pass.” 

Source: Oklahoma State Parks Customer Satisfaction 
Survey. Comments dated 11/24/2021 and 2/23/2022. 
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Foss State Park picnic tables and playground equipment purchased with Parking Pass. 

 
 

Case Study– Statutory Mission of State Parks 
Oklahoma State Parks have a valuable relationship with other state park systems across 
the country. Oklahoma has hosted the Southwest Parks Recreation and Training 
Institute (SWPRTI) for over 60 years with guests from Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, 
Missouri, Colorado, Nebraska, Indiana, and Iowa. The event is a training based on best 
practices and allows park and recreation teams to bolster their own programs by 
coming together with one purpose. State Parks also hosts the Midwest State Park 
Executive Conference (MWSPEC) for executive staff within the parks system.  
 
OTRD researched neighboring states’, in addition to LOFT’s Arkansas and Colorado, 
practices for support of their state park systems before implementing Parking Pass. The 
result is that the Legislature must determine a proper method for supporting the state 
park system adequately. 
 
Texas Sporting Goods Sale Tax 
During the 1970s‐90s, Texas funded their park system through a tax on cigarettes. 
During the 90s, cigarette sales tax revenue dropped while park visitation increased 37%, 
spurring the Legislature to consider alternatives for funding the system. In 1993, the 
Legislature passed the Sporting Goods Sales Tax, which was not a new tax; it was a 
carving out of a portion of the existing 6.25% sales tax that would now be dedicated to 
parks and historic sites. The Sporting Goods Sales Tax provides 94% on sporting goods to 
parks and historical sites. The Texas State Comptroller determines amount based on 
percentage of sales that are attributed to sporting goods. Texas also charges an $8‐10 
entrance fee per person for its parks. 
 
This change was widely supported by outdoor enthusiasts, outdoor retailers, and park 
supporters because it did not create a new tax and it directly tied tax revenue that was 
generated by outdoor users to support the State services they were utilizing for outdoor 
recreation. 
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If Oklahoma were to take this approach, it would generate almost $14M annually from 
the $330.5M Oklahomans spend on sporting goods each year. If split between multiple 
agencies, this would not fully fund OTRD’s gap, but it would help. 
 
Arkansas Conservation Sales Tax 
Arkansas provides a 1/8th of a penny of general sales tax that is split between Wildlife, 
Parks, and their Historical Society. Parks receives 45% of the tax. 
 
If Oklahoma used this approach, it would generate approximately $3.1 million annually 
for the park system. 
 
Revenue Improvements 
State Parks has made multiple efforts to increase revenue to support its mission. 
Dynamic pricing is an industry standard that was implemented in the spring of 2020 and 
generated an additional $2.75M in funding. As of January 2022, Parking Pass has 
generated $3.4M. 
 
Funding Sources 
OTRD rejects the statement, “Through its current strategy, Parks has presented the false 
choice of either maintaining high‐capital assets or closing state parks” as the 
methodology been updated to asset closures instead of entire parks.  
 
State Parks management defined three types of assets within the system, each based to 
some extent on the concept of conservation, including State Park, State Natural 
Heritage Area, and State Recreation Area. 
 
The NPS explains “Conservation is generally associated with the protection of natural 
resources, while preservation is associated with the protection of buildings, objects, and 
landscapes. Put simply conservation seeks the proper use of nature, while preservation 
seeks protection of nature from use.” 
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Reduced Appropriations and Swept Funds 
Since FY13, agency appropriations declined to the lowest point of $16.5M in FY18. In 
addition, $27.3M was swept from the agency funds at the same time. Of the total swept 
funds, $25.7M were directly related to Oklahoma State Parks. FY22 funding was 
increased by the bond debt service of $3.2M leaving remaining funding at $20.3M for 
agency use which is lower than the FY21 appropriation.  
 

 
 

Consumer Price Index 
While the agency’s funding has been variable in the past, one constant we could always 
count on was the increase in the cost of goods and services. OTRD funding has been 
impacted dramatically by the consumer price index (CPI). CPI was blatantly overlooked 
in the LOFT report. CPI is the average change over time in the prices by urban 
consumers for a market basket of consumer goods and services. Since 1984, consumer 
goods have increased 160% which means that $105 in 1984 now costs $273 to buy 
those same goods or services.  
 
The graph below shows 
the CPI adjusted 
appropriations the 
Oklahoma State Parks 
should receive in today’s 
dollars. The effect of 
increasing prices has 
resulted in a reduction 
of $2.8M less than FY13.  
 
 

CPI - All items in U.S. city average, all urban consumers, not seasonally adjusted. 
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Summary of Recommendations and Considerations 

The Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department should: 
Recommendation  Agency Response 

Identify and implement best practices for long‐
term strategic planning for the state park system, 
including aligning strategy with legislative and 
constituent goals. 

OTRD is planning the 2037 State of the Parks for the 
centennial celebration which will include long‐term 
strategy, public input, and legislative involvement. 

Consider more detailed investment strategies, 
including a requirement that assets such as lodges 
and restaurants be self‐sustaining or offsetting 
any increased budget needs for maintenance and 
recapitalization through revenue. 

OTRD supports the recommendation for a more 
detailed investment strategy. However, OTRD fully 
recognizes that the state parks are subsidized by 
appropriations and were never intended to be fully 
self‐sufficient. OTRD is open to discussions with the 
Legislature for intent and purpose clarification.  

Utilize customer survey data to inform Parks’ 
expenditures and strategic planning process, with 
annual reports on customer satisfaction regarding 
amenities and activities. 

OTRD sends every customer a survey after their stay 
or by scanning a QR code at the park. OTRD analyzes 
the survey results and actively responds if contact is 
requested. OTRD will create an annual report as a 
result of this recommendation. 

Undertake an independently confirmed asset 
inventory and maintenance schedule. 

OTRD is currently in the process of implementing 
standards within the Capital Asset Management 
Program (CAMP) as provided to LOFT. An independent 
assessment is an expensive request with little return in 
the change of asset evaluation. A detailed asset 
evaluation could take up to one year and cost over 
$1M. The agency would seek this option if required 
but request the ability to continue current capital 
expenditures. 

Adopt the U.S. Government Accountability 
Office’s standards for asset management, 
including utilizing quality data to maximize the 
value of Tourism’s asset portfolio. 

OTRD utilized the General Service Administration 
(GSA) standards which LOFT noted was an acceptable 
standard. The Capital Asset Management Program 
(CAMP) is based on GSA and the state’s plan for Long 
Range Capital Planning which far exceeds the GAO 
standards.  

Develop an MOU with the Department of 
Transportation (ODOT) to solidify the two 
agencies’ working relationship so that appropriate 
costs for maintaining roads and bridges are 
allocated to ODOT. 

OTRD is currently in discussions with ODOT for 
planning road improvements. 

Utilize Not‐For‐Profit State Park Foundations for 
supplemental revenue sources, as statutorily 
authorized (74 O.S. 2225). 

OTRD is currently in the process of revitalizing the 
State Park Foundation.  
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The Legislature should consider the following: 
Recommendation  Agency Response 

Clarifying the legislative intent for the State Park 
System. 

OTRD is open and welcomes the discussion to 
clarify the intent. 

Freezing capital expenditures for OTRD until 
completion of an asset inventory. Afterwards, the 
Legislature may consider requiring approval for 
purchases of capital assets valued at $1 million or 
more. 

Freezing capital expenditures would be 
detrimental to the current projects underway. 
OTRD requests extensive discussion before this 
recommendation is enacted. 

Requiring Parks to conduct an impact analysis 
regarding access fees for the State Park System. 

OTRD will explore the possibilities of conducting 
and impact analysis for Parking Pass. 

Requiring Parks to present the Legislature with a 
plan for investments in any assets that will require 
significant long‐term, ongoing maintenance and 
recapitalization costs, such as lodges and 
restaurants, among others. 

OTRD submits all capital plans to the Legislature 
in compliance with the Long‐Range Capital 
Planning Commission as administered by OMES. 
The program is the proper method for capital 
planning for the State of Oklahoma. OTRD is 
willing to work with OMES to bolster the Long‐
Range Capital Planning process for the future 
success of State Parks and other state assets.  

Requiring the following from OTRD’s budget 
request: 

 Inclusion of individualized key 
performance indicators for each park 
type, based on park function and 
purpose. 

 Reporting of self‐sufficiency metrics, 
similar to what had been reported by the 
agency prior to 2013. The metrics should 
be presented per asset or asset class. 

Oklahoma State Parks is already in the process of 
redefining the key performance metrics (KPM) for 
FY24 budget request. OTRD is open to discussion 
with the Legislature to find agreeable metrics that 
accurately reflect the financial status of the parks.  

Requiring Parks implement a new strategic 
planning process that incorporates stakeholder 
input from legislators, community members, park 
visitors, and others. 

OTRD is planning the 2037 State of the Parks for 
the centennial celebration which will include long‐
term strategy, public input, and legislative 
involvement. 

Requiring Parks to produce individualized 
strategic plans that align with the different types 
of state parks according to park function and 
purpose. 

OTRD currently works with a third party to 
develop Resource Management Programs for all 
park facilities. OTRD plans on expanding the 
planning functions within the agency. 

Requiring Parks to provide industry‐specific data 
and best practices to support management 
strategy and decisions. 

OTRD already engages with industry partners to 
bolster resources and gather data for best 
practices. LOFT did not seek clarification to 
determine an adequate answer to this 
recommendation. 

Identifying specific investments for enhancing the 
accessibility of activities available at State Parks as 
an eligible recipient of existing funding streams 
that have discretion to promote or support public 
health. 

OTRD supports the recommendation to promote 
or support public health.  
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